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Abstract

We are at the interface of two hot research areas – modelling of stochastic processes
with causal models in quantitative science, and quantum simulation on real quantum
devices. Classical causal models first made its appearance in 1989 with the aim
of extracting a stochastic process’ underlying dynamics in order to do statistically
faithful predictions. Research into causal models expanded into the quantum regime
where it was shown that quantum models could outperform classical models; quantum
models had equal predictive capabilities but had less memory requirement. This
kickstarted the exploratory research into building more optimal quantum models with
lower memory requirements. However, all quantum models required prior knowledge
of classical causal models. Errors that occurred in classical models due to finite-length
stochastic processes were automatically inherited by quantum models.

The Quantum Inference Protocol was developed to circumvent the problem
of inheriting errors from classical causal models by bypassing the requirement of
using classical causal models to build quantum models. These quantum models
feature probabilities that are inferred through frequency counting. In Chapter 4, we
demonstrate the equivalence between inferred quantum models from the Quantum
Inference Protocol and exact quantum models obtained from classical models. We
provide analytical reasoning and two examples to validate and justify the efficacy of
the Quantum Inference Protocol.

With the increasing popularity of open source cloud quantum computing, Chapter
5 introduces an algorithm to reconstruct the relevant unitary operator for the inferred
quantum model. Additionally, we provide a separate algorithm to decompose the
unitary operator into elementary quantum gates that are implementable on real
quantum devices. This sees a natural progression to apply the inferred quantum
models on a fully functioning quantum device, since previous works focused on
exploratory work in the ideal noiseless scenario. Due to hardware limitations, quantum
devices are inherently noisy, reducing the accuracy of the measurement outcomes. We
seek to apply error mitigation techniques to reduce the effects of noise from quantum
devices. In Chapter 6, we outline the full procedure for an error mitigation method
known as probabilistic cancellation method before conducting simulations with noise
models from real quantum backends. Our results indicate that error mitigation aids
in suppressing the effects of noise for statistical distributions.
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On second side of the same coin, we apply the Quantum Inference Protocol to
extract the dynamics of elementary cellular automata in Chapter 7. We show that
our inferred quantum models are able to identify varying degrees of complexity in
cellular automata, offering a fresh perspective in the form of a hybrid classification
scheme.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

W e live in an era where quantum technologies is anticipated to have a large

impact on our lives, so much so that the word “quantum" has become

a buzzword of every-day conversation. Television manufacturers advertise using

quantum technologies in the form of quantum dots [1]; Samsung has manufactured

smartphones that use quantum random number generator for enhanced security

purposes [2, 3]; even movies use the word quantum in their title just like the James

Bond franchise Quantum of Solace [4]. To the physicist, these may seem like a very

superficial use of the word “quantum”, almost misleading at times. But it is clear

that the word “quantum” has become a magic word that carries the connotation

of something that can emanate an enigmatic power of sorts [5]. Nevertheless, the

growing presence of quantum concepts in science and technology has increasingly

inspired the research community to find areas where quantum mechanics has clear

advantages to advance the scientific frontier. Thus far, there have been numerous

advantages that quantum mechanics offers such as in factoring large numbers [6],

search algorithms [7], quantum cryptography [8–10] and many more, not to mention
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the abundant ideas that branch from these examples.

In the department of complexity science where the study of time series and

stochastic processes, models have been built to understand the underlying dynamics

of these processes. It is only when the underlying dynamics are understood with greater

clarity that these models provide some form of predictive capabilities. Computational

mechanics has been a major contender of producing predictive models of stochastic

processes [11, 12]. The philosophy that drives the improvement of these predictive

models under the framework of computational mechanics is Occam’s Razor. It states

that one should not need any more information than necessary to predict the future

of a given process’ past. Any additional information on top of the required minimum

is considered redundant and will not serve any more purpose than what is necessary,

only consuming additional resources. This philosophy has driven the development

of classical causal models (more familiarly known as "-machines) [11–14] which has

been applied to study the dripping faucet experiment [15], model stock markets [16],

and inferring the minimal model for neural activity [17, 18].

For example, a potential solution to predicting the future of a complete random

process would be to use brute force to track all possible pasts and the futures

that these pasts lead to. The memory requirement grows indefinitely. However, a

completely random process should not need any resources to predict its future as

all futures are equally likely. A random process is said to be statistically simple. In

the same vein, a completely uniform process (such as a periodic process) should not

require large amounts of resources for prediction as well; one only has to remember

as far back as a process’ periodicity in order to know what the futures will be. In

contrast, a complex process consisting of a mix of periodicity and randomness requires

more resources for prediction. It is neither periodic nor statistically simple. Instead, it
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carries some degree of correlation between each time step. In fact, it was established

that the operational perspective of causal modelling is closely linked to our intuition

of what “complexity” entails, given in the form of quantifying the amount of resources

required by a causal model for predictive capabilities [13].

Recently, it was established that through an appropriate one-to-one mapping of

the classical model’s states to non-orthogonal quantum states, quantum models would

have an edge over their classical counterparts as the amount of memory resources can

be reduced while retaining predictive capabilities [19, 20]. Greater memory reduction

can be achieved by increasing the degree of non-orthogonality between quantum

states in the quantum model [21, 22]. In fact, the best known quantum models with

the greatest memory reduction as of the writing of this thesis are phase-dependent

unitary quantum models that have a complex phase factor appended to the quantum

states [23, 24]. These unitary quantum models are constructed from the perspective

of preparing quantum models for quantum computers. Obtaining the appropriate

complex phases is a manual task with no known systematic methodology, but this

minor obstacle does not undermine the successes and advantages of phaseless unitary

quantum models.

In the real world where stochastic processes are of finite length, probability

distributions obtained through frequency counting or some other means will most

certainly incur some errors. Computational mechanics hence necessitates the use of

probability smoothing techniques to build proper classical causal models. Should the

wrong tolerance be used, the resultant classical model will be inaccurate to the point

of having an oversimplified model. The inaccuracy is carried over to the analogous

quantum models.
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Nevertheless, memory advantages still exist for the now-inaccurate quantum

models despite being mapped from these inaccurate classical causal models. However,

knowing that the quantum models are inaccurate poses a question of practicality.

Should quantum models should be used even though there is a high chance of being

inaccurate quantum models?

The solution presented itself with the development of the Quantum Inference

Protocol. The Quantum Inference Protocol was developed to abolish dependence

on classical causal models by providing an independent method of constructing

phaseless unitary quantum models without the use of any probability smoothing

method [25]. This meant that phaseless unitary quantum models are built directly

from the stochastic process itself. These phaseless unitary quantum models are as

accurate as the limits of finite-length stochastic processes permit.

With an escalating number of researchers jumping on the quantum bandwagon

to develop and advance the quantum frontier through algorithms and hardware, it

is expected that the use of quantum technologies will increase alongside. Current

quantum computers are presently noisy and have been called Noisy Intermediate-

Scale Quantum (NISQ) devices [26]. NISQ devices are inherently noisy, with the

noise mostly arising from hardware restrictions. However, these near-term quantum

computers are expected to be more advantageous over classical computers [27, 28].

Traditional methods of suppressing the effects of noise were proposed in the form of

error correction codes [29–32] as a step towards fault-tolerant quantum computing.

Though highly accurate, error correcting codes typically require many qubits just

to correct errors in one qubit, limiting its practicability. Alternate approaches to

reduce the effects of noise from near-term quantum devices have been developed in

the form of quantum error mitigation [33–40], which required far less qubits than
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error-correction codes. Error mitigation techniques were introduced by a team at

IBM [33] and experimentally verified in a single qubit system [37].

The current climate of open source quantum computing such as the IBM Quantum

Experience promotes conducting one’s own experiments on a quantum computer.

As prior research focused solely on building the best quantum models, we choose to

focus on implementation to bridge the divide between theoretical and experimental

research. Our objective is to implement and enhance unitary quantum models on the

IBM Quantum Experience with error mitigation. Through this, we demonstrate the

effectiveness of error mitigation for our quantum models comprising of two qubits [41]

as well as derive scaling bounds.

Another area of research within the field of quantitative science that is closely

linked to computation is cellular automata. A cellular automaton comprises of a set

of cells with states that update every time step based on permutations of past states.

These permutations of the past are known as update rules and have the capacity

to produce different behaviour in cellular automata. The simplest cellular automata,

known as elementary cellular automata (ECA), is a one dimensional chain of cells.

Even with its simplicity, ECA rules are able to generate a wide variety of behaviour

when initialised with random initial conditions as well as generate fractals with simple

initial conditions. These demonstrate the capabilities of simple ECA update rules.

Viewed in a different light, the update rules in ECA transforms one stochastic process

to another at each time step. Thus the computational mechanics framework can be

employed to provide a proper quantification of underlying causal structure within ECA

for these update rules. We demonstrate that the Quantum Inference Protocol is able

to identify discrete classes alongside ambiguously classified update rules, allowing us

to formulate a hybrid of discrete and continuous classification schemes [42].
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This leads us to the summary of this thesis. As a whole, this thesis documents

what has been done while providing the relevant methodology for future research.

We will briefly cover the important notations and relevant information required to

understand stochastic processes, quantum information theory, and superoperators

in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 will then introduce the history of classical causal models

and the various versions of quantum models, each providing a leap of improvement

over its predecessor. The focus of this thesis begins in Chapter 4 which is based

on our publication in Ref. [25]. We demonstrate how quantum models can be built

independently of classical causal models with the Quantum Inference Protocol. We

also show that the Quantum Inference Protocol has a dual role in quickly identifying

the estimated amount of memory required for quantum models to operate without

first building the quantum states.

Inferring quantum states using the Quantum Inference Protocol is insufficient

for modelling; a unitary operator is required for the model to work. In Chapter 5,

we will outline the procedure for constructing the unitary operator. Additionally,

we introduce a method for decomposing the unitary operator into implementable

elementary quantum gates that can be applied to quantum devices. In Chapter

6, we step into the realm of superoperator formalism to tackle the task of error

mitigation for a system of two qubits with a newly proposed set of basis operations.

Using gate set tomography to obtain the inverse noise profile and a Monte Carlo

sampling, we show that the error mitigation is able to reduce the effects of noise when

simulating on near-term quantum computers [41]. We will round off the thesis with

an application of the Quantum Inference Protocol in Chapter 7. Here, we propose

a refined classification scheme for elementary cellular automata based on a hybrid

of discrete and continuous classes [42] which the quantum statistical memory can

identify.
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CHAPTER 2

Preliminaries

Statistics: the mathematical theory of ignorance.

- Morris Kline

In this Chapter, we provide only the necessary preliminary information required to

understand this thesis. The reader is encouraged to refer to textbooks for more

information on topics which are not covered in this Chapter.

2.1 Classical

2.1.1 Probability theory

Mathematicians represent what is commonly known as chance with probabilities. For

example, a six sided fair dice has equal probability of landing on all six sides facing up
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and probabilities of all sides must sum to unity. Each trial in a random process such

as dice throws can be represented with random variable X that takes on outcome x .

The joint probability distribution denotes the probability of seeing two or more

outcomes together. Typically, one has to factor in the scenario of dependence – if

the next outcome is dependent on the previous outcome. For example, if X2 follows

X1, then the joint probability distribution of X1 and X2 is

P (X1,X2) ≡ P (X2�X1)P (X1). (2.1)

Eq. (2.1) is particularly useful to find out the probability of two consecutive dice

throws if they were somehow magically dependent on each other–if odd numbers are

more likely to follow numbers and vice versa, for instance.

Since unbiased consecutive dice throws have no correlations and are said to be

identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.), the joint probability distribution in

Eq. (2.1) reduces to

P (X1,X2) = P (X1)P (X2) (2.2)

because P (X2) does not depend on the outcome X1.

2.1.2 Entropy

The Shannon entropy quantifies the amount of uncertainty in informational terms.

Since we adopt base 2 for the logarithmic term, information is measured in units

known as bits. For a random variable X, the Shannon entropy is

H(X) ≡ −�
i

P (xi) log2 P (xi) (2.3)

where P (xi) is the probability of random variable X giving an outcome xi . As with

joint probabilities, the joint entropy indicates the uncertainty of two random variables
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H(X) H(Y)

H(X|Y)

H(Y|X)

I(X;Y)

Figure 2.1: A concise representation of how the Shannon entropies of various random
variables are related.

X and Y . It is given by

H(X,Y ) ≡ H(Y �X) +H(X)

≡ H(X �Y ) +H(Y ).
(2.4)

The term H(Y �X) (and likewise for H(X �Y )) is a conditional entropy which is similar

to the conditional probability. It represents the uncertainty of observing outcome Y

given that X has occurred. This allows us to find the mutual information between

random variables X and Y , which quantifies the amount of correlations between them.

The mutual information can be written in various ways as such

I(X;Y ) ≡ H(X) −H(X �Y )

≡ H(Y ) −H(Y �X)

≡ H(X,Y ) −H(X) −H(Y ).

(2.5)

The relationship between these entropies can be captured in a Venn diagram in Fig.

2.1.
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CHAPTER 2 2.2. QUANTUM

2.2 Quantum

2.2.1 States

The matrix formalism provides a convenient way of visualising discrete, finite dimen-

sional quantum dynamics. For an n-qubit system, a quantum state is given by a ket

which is a column vector with elements which may be complex,

� � ≡ [c1, c2, ..., c2n]T , (2.6)

where ∑2
n

i �ci �2 = 1 for normalisation.

A vector dual to the ket is given by a bra. It is a row vector with elements as the

complex conjugate of Eq. 2.6,

� � ≡ [c∗1 , c∗2 , ..., c∗2n]. (2.7)

Quantum states may have complex phases e i� � � where � is a real number. The

e i� term is known as the global phase and is typically ignored because e i� � � and � �

produce equivalent measurement statistics. For phaseless � = 0 quantum states, the

inner product � � ′� is the matrix multiplication between a row vector and a column

vector that gives a number between 0 and 1. When the inner product is zero, the two

quantum states are orthogonal states. At the other extreme when the inner product

is one, the two quantum states are the same state, � � ′� = � � � = 1. For any value

0 < � � ′� < 1, the two states are non-orthogonal but have some degree of overlap.

A generalised way of describing mixtures of quantum states is the density matrix,

⇢. It can be used to describe both pure states and mixed states. Pure states are

states that can be represented as a single state vector (row- or column-wise) and has

full information about the quantum system and hence ⇢ = � � � �. Mixed states are
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mixtures of pure states occurring with various probabilities P (� i�) and hence

⇢ =�
i

P (� i�) � i� � i � . (2.8)

⇢ can be expressed in terms of Pauli operators as

⇢ = 1
2
(I + r sin ✓ cos��x + r sin ✓ sin��y + r cos ✓�z) , (2.9)

where

I = �0� �0� + �1� �1� =

��������

1 0

0 1

��������

; �x = �1� �0� + �0� �1� =

��������

0 1

1 0

��������

;

�y = i �1� �0� − i �1� �0� =

��������

0 −i

i 0

��������

; �z = �0� �0� − �1� �1� =

��������

1 0

0 −1

��������

(2.10)

are the Pauli operators. This allows a qubit to be represented on a sphere with radius

r = 1 known as the Bloch sphere, given in Fig. 2.2.

2.2.2 Operators

A quantum state transforms to another state when an operator acts on it. An

n-qubit system requires an n-qubit operator given in the matrix formalism of quantum

mechanics as a 2n×2n complex-valued matrix. An operator acting on a ket is written as

A � � while an operator acting on its dual space is written as ���A† where A† = (A∗)T

is the self-adjoint of A. The class of operators that are equal to their self adjoint are

Hermitian operators, while operators that have A†A = I are unitary operators [43].

In quantum circuits, quantum states are transformed by action of unitary operators.

This action rotates quantum states on the Bloch sphere. However, a quantum circuit

is incomplete if we only have states and operators. One needs to do measurements
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Figure 2.2: The Bloch sphere. The red/blue/green points represent (eigen)states of
the Pauli X/Y/Z operators. An arbitrary qubit (yellow point) can be represented as
� � = cos ✓2 �0� + e i� sin

✓
2 �1�. (0 ≤ ✓ ≤ ⇡, 0 ≤ � ≤ 2⇡). Pure states lie on the surface of

the sphere while mixed states reside within the sphere.

to ascertain the outcome of the operators acting on the states.

2.2.3 Measurements

Measurements allow one to learn about the system. In quantum mechanics, measuring

a quantum state with operatorM, the possible outcomes would be mn, the eigenstates

ofM. The state is then collapsed into the one of the eigenvectors of the measurement

basis.

Quantum devices typically measure in the computational basis (which is the Pauli

Z basis). The Pauli Z matrix has eigenstates �0� =

��������

1

0

��������

and �1� =

��������

0

1

��������

with eigenvalues

+1 and −1 respectively. Performing a Pauli Z measurement results in a logical zero
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or logical one. If the measurement outcome is a logical zero (logical one), then the

state is the +1 (−1) eigenstate of the Pauli Z measurement.

To perform a Pauli X or Y measurement, one carries out unitary transformations

on the Pauli Z basis measurement such that the measurement outcomes are in the

±1 eigenvectors of the transformed measurement basis. In Table 2.1, we demonstrate

the various unitary transformations necessary to measure in Pauli X or Y basis. The

unitary transformations require a Hadamard gate and the conjugate of S gate (i.e.

S†). The Hadamard and S† gate are given as

H = 1√
2

��������

1 1

1 −1

��������

; S† =

��������

1 0

0 −i

��������

. (2.11)

Table 2.1: The different circuits for measuring in each of the three Pauli X, Y , and
Z bases. Measurement outcomes are given in logical 0 and logical 1 corresponding
to the +1 and −1 eigenstates of the bases.

MEASUREMENT 
BASIS CIRCUIT EFFECTIVE 

MEASUREMENT BASIS
MEASUREMENT 

OUTCOME

X
0

1

Y
0

1

Z
0

1
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CHAPTER 2 2.2. QUANTUM

2.2.4 Entropy

The von Neumann entropy is the analogous entropic relation to the Shannon entropy.

It is given by

S(⇢) = −tr(⇢ log2 ⇢). (2.12)

⇢ should be a diagonalisable matrix. If not given in the form of a diagonal matrix, ⇢

has to be diagonalised into a diagonal matrix before Eq. (2.12) can be computed.

It is possible to formulate the joint and conditional quantum entropies and the

mutual information as well, but for the purpose of this thesis, we need not find such

quantities and will refer the inquisitive reader to Ref. [44] for more information.

2.2.5 Pauli transfer matrix

The Pauli transfer matrix notation is used for gate set tomography [45], part of the

procedure for error mitigation technique in Chapter 6. In the Pauli transfer matrix

(PTM) notation, a quantum state ⇢ is written as a column vector

�⇢� ≡ [... ⇢� ...]T (2.13)

with each ⇢� is given by ⇢� ≡ tr(�⇢). Here, ⇢ is the density matrix while � ∈

{ I,�x ,�y ,�z }⊗n are the Pauli operators. n denotes the number of qubits for the

system.

Operators that act on ⇢ transform ⇢ into another state. These operators are

usually referred to as quantum channels and are given by O(⇢) = ∑k Ek⇢E†
k , where Ek

are Kraus operators, ∑k E†
kEk = I. O are completely positive trace-preserving maps.

The resulting quantum channel in Pauli transfer matrix notation OPTM is a real square

matrix with elements

OPTM
�,⌧ ≡

1

2n
tr[�O(⌧)] (2.14)
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where �,⌧ ∈ { I,�x ,�y ,�z }⊗n are Pauli operators. As such, ⇢′ ≡ O(⇢) is akin to

�⇢′� = �O(⇢)� = OPTM�⇢� in Pauli transfer matrix notation.

Measurements M in the Pauli transfer matrix notation are row vectors

�M � ≡ [... M� ...] (2.15)

where M� ≡ 12n tr(�M). � again is the set of Pauli operators. The expectation value

of measurement M is given as �M� = tr(M⇢) by Born’s rule. In the Pauli transfer

matrix notation, �M� = �M �⇢�.

2.3 Stochastic Processes

Classical dynamical systems do not collapse under measurement like quantum systems.

Learning about its behaviour is as straightforward as probing the system at every t

time interval and recording its state. The collection of the outcomes can be treated

as a stochastic process, or a time series, which indicates how the system evolves with

time. At every time step t, the stochastic process is described with a random variable

Xt whose observed values xt are taken from a set of finite symbols A. The number

of elements in the set A is given by its cardinality, �A�.

To describe L consecutive observables, we make use of the shorthand notation

x0∶L ≡ x0, x1, ..., xL−1. The left subscript is inclusive while the right subscript is exclusive.

x0∶L may be referred to as an L-length sequence or L-length word.

After probing the system for an infinite amount of time, one would have an

infinite stochastic process. Every time step t of the infinite process has its individual

(infinite) past and future, represented with semi-infinite halves ←�x ≡ x−∞∶t and �→x ≡ xt ∶∞.

These stochastic processes we are interested in have a property known as stationarity.

Stationarity implies that the statistical distribution of the process does not change
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with time and is translationally invariant,

P (x0∶⇣) = P (x∶+⇣) (2.16)

where  and ⇣ are real and positive.

Typically, a stochastic process that is not identically and independently distributed

will have some degree of correlations between the past and future. The amount of

correlation can be quantified with the mutual information between the past and future.

From an operational perspective, the mutual information indicates the minimum

amount of information a model requires to generate statistically precise futures.

When presented with a stochastic process such as a time series, one can employ

frequency counting to build up probabilities and multiply them using the following

equation for a single outcome of the stochastic process ←→x = x−∞∶∞

I(←�x ;�→x ) = lim
L→∞
I(x−L∶0; x0∶L)

= lim
L→∞

�
x−L∶0,x0∶L∈AL

P (x−L∶0, x0∶L) log2 �
P (x−L∶0, x0∶L)
P (x−L∶0)P (x0∶L)

�
(2.17)

Frequency counting with a finite stochastic process gives inexact probability distri-

butions that will asymptote towards the exact distributions according to the law of

large numbers [46].
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CHAPTER 3

Causal models

We know the past but cannot control it.
We control the future but cannot know it.

- Claude E. Shannon

Predicting the futures of stochastic processes has been a longstanding task in quanti-

tative science. These are often complex processes that exist everywhere in naturally

occurring processes such as the weather [47, 48] and DNA sequences [49] as well

as artificial processes like the stock market [50] and traffic [51]. Modelling such

processes aids in helping one to understand the underlying dynamics of the process.

With a properly established model, one would have the potential to obtain future

predictions of these processes. The question that faces us is: what model would be

best suited for the task?

This Chapter builds upon the philosophy of Occam’s Razor which emphasises that

“It is vain to do with more what can be done with less” [52], or in a more pertinent
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scenario, “Scientists must use the simplest means of arriving at their results and

exclude everything not perceived by the senses” [53]. Occam’s Razor may be translated

into the following for the challenge of predicting the future of a stochastic process,

the task of understanding the dynamics of a stochastic process and predicting its

future should be solved with as few assumptions as possible. Occam’s Razor provides

an inspiration to build a model that requires the minimal amount of information used

to track the past of a process but is able to statistically reconstruct it.

We simplify our problem with the assumption that the stochastic process presented

is in the form of time series data that is not affected by any external factors. For

example, by observing an ideal oscillator’s displacement, the model should be able to

store the displacement values in some memory and derive the oscillator’s dynamics.

Modelling time series has added value if the model carries an operational approach

to understanding the time series. The model should be able to run and produce

another time series that is statistically identical to its input. Herein lies the challenge

of building such models. In the field of complexity science, computational mechanics

allows this very act of compactly representing a time series with a model. It asks,

what is the minimal amount of information one should track of the process’ past in

order to predict the future faithfully?

3.1 Classical causal models

Classical causal models tackle the modelling problem from the perspective of an

observer who is tasked to observe sequences and statistically predict the future.

Instead of the brute force approach of remembering all possible pasts and their futures,

which quickly spirals into needing an unbounded amount of memory, computational

mechanics groups pasts that have the same probability of leading to the same futures

in an equivalence class.
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Take the fair coin toss as an example. Since all pasts have statistically identical

futures, computational mechanics dictates that all pasts should be grouped together

in one equivalence class.

This grouping of pasts can be mathematically captured by the equivalence relation,

←�x ∼←�x ′ ⇐⇒ P (
�→
X =�→x �←�x ) = P (

�→
X =�→x �←�x ′). (3.1)

As long as P (
�→
X = �→x �←�x ) = P (

�→
X = �→x �←�x ′), the two pasts ←�x and ←�x ′ are said to be

equivalent and grouped into the same equivalence class. Parsing through the entire

process then allows the process to be segregated in various equivalence classes which

are also called causal states, {s←�x } ≡ S.

s1

s2

s3
...

Equivalence classes, broken pasts

Figure 3.1: Equivalence classes are formed by grouping pasts with statistically identical
futures.

The stochastic process goes from ←�x to ←�x x to ←�x xx and so on. The sequence

←�x is assigned to equivalence class s←�x which we relabel as sj . The next sequence is

assigned to equivalence class s←�x x which we relabel as sk . This allows one to make

the connection that there are transitions between equivalence classes that occur

probabilistically with some output x and probability p. We use a deterministic update

function �(x, j) to denote the label of the updated equivalence class when sj outputs

x . The deterministic function enables unifilarity. Unifilarity is an important property

that allows the process to be represented as a deterministic edge-emitting hidden

Markov model known as the "-machine (see Fig. 3.2 for an example of an "-machine).
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For models which are not unifilar, there exists methods to unifilarise them through

mixed-state decomposition and reconstruction [54, 55]Even process

s1 s20|1 � p

1|p

1|1
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Figure 3.2: An example of an "-machine. The nodes represent causal states and
directed edges indicate the transitions between causal states. Each transition occurs
with some probability p and is accompanied with an output x . The statistical
complexity of the "-machine is defined as the Shannon entropy over the stationary
distribution of the causal states.

After establishing the set of equivalence classes and the transitions between

equivalence classes, one would only have to track which causal state the process is in

instead of tracking every past ←�x of the process. The subsequent step is to look at

the amount of information that the "-machine contains. The statistical complexity

is defined as the Shannon entropy of the stationary distribution of causal states.

Solving the eigenvalue equation T �P = �P with T being the stochastic transition matrix

containing all state-to-state transition probabilities and �P is the vector containing

the probabilities of each causal state, the statistical complexity is

Cµ ≡ H[P (sj)] = −�
j

P (sj) log2 P (sj). (3.2)

The statistical complexity carries various interpretations.

(1) The statistical complexity quantifies the amount of resources or memory that

the "-machine needs to store about the process in order to statistically predict

faithful futures.

(2) The statistical complexity is the amount of information one gains upon learning

a process’ current causal state. This is closely related to the amount of
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information that two observers with their individual (identical) "-machines need

to communicate with each other in order to synchronise their "-machines [21,

22].

(3) The statistical complexity indicates the amount of structure that a process

contains that can be captured in the causal states [11, 13, 56].

To this end, there are three known methods of reconstructing an "-machine of a

stochastic process:

(i) Sub-tree reconstruction algorithm [11].

(ii) Causal state splitting reconstruction algorithm [14].

(iii) Bayesian structural inference [57].

Since the sub-tree reconstruction algorithm is used for the results in Chapter 7, its

methodology will be reviewed in Section 3.1.1.

3.1.1 How to build an "-machine

In this segment, we explicitly describe the five main steps to build an "-machine using

the sub-tree reconstruction algorithm.

1. Constructing a tree structure. A moving window of size 2L is first chosen

to parse through the entire stochastic process. At the beginning of the stochastic

process, the first moving window gives rise to a blank node that signifies the start

of the process. From this blank node, every 2L successive nodes are created with a

directed link for every x0∶2L. For any x0∶2L sequence that can be traced with existing

directed links and nodes, no new links and nodes are added. New links and nodes are

added only when no existing path can be traced.

For example, suppose x0∶6 = 111101 gives rise to six new nodes that branch from

the blank node. If x1∶7 = 111010, then no new nodes are drawn for x1∶6 = 11101 but
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Figure 3.3: The sub-tree reconstruction algorithm, here illustrated for L = 3.

a new node is drawn for x6 = 0. Each different element of the �A�2L total number

of combinations of x0∶2L gives rise to an individual set of directed links and nodes,

implying that there are a maximum of �A�2L branches originating from the blank node.

2. Assigning probabilities. The initial blank node emits outputs x ∈ A. The

probability that the initial blank node emits output x can be computed by taking the

ratio of the number of branches that x emits out of A. For subsequent nodes, the

probability of outputting x can be computed by taking the ratio of the number of

branches the particular node emits x out of the total number of branches within that

particular node. This allows each link to be labelled with an output x with some

probability p.

For example, if we let x ∈ A = {0,1}, then the probabilities that the node outputs
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x is given by

P (x = 0) = Number of nodes reached from x = 0
Total number of nodes reached from x = 0 and x = 1;

P (x = 1) = Number of nodes reached from x = 1
Total number of nodes reached from x = 0 and x = 1 .

(3.3)

3. Comparing sub-trees. Starting from the initial blank node, the tree structure

reached by L outputs is compared against all other nodes. All nodes with identical x �p

and branch structure of L sizes are then given the same label. In reality, stochastic

processes are of finite length. L has to be finite as well. This implies that there will

be a finite number of branches, which in turn results in the probabilities that a node

emits x to be inexact. Therefore, a �2 test with standard tolerance 0.05 is used to

account for these statistical artefacts. The �2 test aids in labelling nodes that have

similar-enough branch structures, essentially enforcing the causal equivalence relation.

One has freedom to adjust the tolerance value.

Given a stochastic process that is illustrated in Fig. 3.3, should the tree structure

be identical and that p be close enough to q where the �2 test determines the starting

node and the following node (on the left) under it are similar enough, they will be

given the same label sA.

4. Constructing the "-machine. Each individually labelled node with their single

output and transition probability is analysed to form a model with nodes and transitions.

This model represents an edge-emitting hidden Markov model of the process and it is

the inferred "-machine of the stochastic process.

5. Computing the statistical complexity. Node-to-node transition probabilities

can be recorded into a transition matrix T . Solving the eigenvalue equation T �P = �P

gives the vector �P containing the steady-state probabilities of the causal states. The
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statistical complexity can then be calculated by

Cµ ≡ H[P (sj)] = −�
j

P (sj) log2 P (sj), (3.4)

where P (sj) make up the elements within �P and ∑j P (Sj) = 1.

3.1.2 Cµ vs mutual information

We remarked that the mutual information of a stochastic process quantifies the

amount of correlations between the past and future of a stochastic process. This

term has been referred to as the excess entropy E ≡ I(
←�
X ;
�→
X ). How does that relate

to Cµ?

Since causal models are effectively models of stochastic processes, the best models

should require a minimum of E bits to statistically recreate the process. However,

the inevitable inequality occurs E < Cµ with the difference �E −Cµ� being termed as

modelling overhead [58]. The modelling overhead is attributed to the overlaps of the

distribution of futures that the causal states generate.
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Summary for classical causal models

Classical causal models, also known as "-machines, are a useful tool to under-
stand the underlying dynamics of a stochastic process. The states within a
classical causal model are known as causal states and can be found by grouping
pasts with statistically identical futures together, i.e. the equivalence relation:

←�x ∼←�x ′ ⇐⇒ P (
�→
X =�→x �←�x ) = P (

�→
X =�→x �←�x ′). (3.5)

The statistical complexity is defined as the Shannon entropy of the stationary
distribution of causal states and is given by

Cµ ≡ H[P (sj)] = −�
j

P (sj) log2 P (sj) (3.6)

Such classical causal models can be constructed with various classical infer-
ence algorithms such as the sub-tree reconstruction algorithm, the causal
state splitting reconstruction algorithm, and the Bayesian statistical inference
algorithm.

Typically, classical causal models incur a modelling overhead that results in the
inequality E < Cµ, where E is the excess entropy.
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3.2 Quantum causal models

3.2.1 Version 1: Kraus operations (2012)

The application of quantum mechanics to existing classical causal models allows a

decrease memory requirement while retaining predictive capabilities. The modelling

overhead given by �E − Cµ� can be reduced. The first version of quantum causal

models involves straightforwardly mapping each causal state in the "-machine to a

quantum state [19, 20] to build an analogue quantum causal model.

The probability of transition is given by T (x)j→k ≡ P (sk �x, sj), now written un-

der square-roots as probability amplitudes. This is the conservation of probability,

∑j �
�
T (x)j→k �

2

= 1. In the quantum regime the quantum states are defined as

�sj� =
N

�
k

�
x∈A

�
T (x)j→k �x� �k� . (3.7)

�k� represents the label of the next state �sk�. Transforming �k� to �sk� allows one to

extract �x�, the output from the transition.

Each operation to extract �x� involves appending an ancillary qubit �0� to Eq. 3.7

to obtain the following intermediary state

�s ′j � =
N

�
k

�
x∈A

�
T (x)j→k �x� �0� �k� , (3.8)

then apply a Kraus operation K = ∑k �sk� �0� �k � that selects the state �sk� from joint

state �0� �k�. Measuring �x� in the computational basis would yield the output x . This

leaves �sk� to be sent back to the system for repeated application.

The quantum statistical memory of such a process was defined using the von
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Neumann entropy of {�sj�}. It is given by

Cq ≡ S[⇢] = −tr(⇢ log2 ⇢) (3.9)

where ⇢ = ∑j P (sj) �sj� �sj � is the density matrix of the quantum states. Here, P (sj) ≡

P (�sj�) due to the direct one-to-one mapping from a causal state to a quantum state.

Because of the non-orthogonality of quantum states, i.e. 0 < � �sj �sk� � < 1, Cq < Cµ.

Cq = Cµ only holds when all quantum states {�sj�} are orthogonal. With the modelling

overhead reduced, the quantum statistical memory of quantum causal models fulfil

the following condition E ≤ Cq ≤ Cµ. This memory advantage of quantum causal

models over their classical counterparts can be illustrated with an example known as

the perturbed coin process.

Here and throughout this thesis, we avoid the term ‘quantum statistical complexity’

as it is solely reserved for the best quantum causal models where Cq is absolutely

minimum. We will see in the subsequent versions of quantum causal models that Cq

can be reduced further. Therefore, we will use the term ‘quantum statistical memory’

to denote the memory requirements of quantum causal models here and throughout

this thesis.
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Example: Perturbed coin process
Perturbed coin

sA sB0|1 � p

1|p

1|1 � p

0|p
<latexit sha1_base64="Jw2yNe/LRASIsNp1tWAppiuFtD0=">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</latexit>

Figure 3.4: The "-machine for the perturbed coin process.

The perturbed coin process features two causal states with inter-state transitions

given by x �probability. It is modelled after a Markovian process; the causal state upon

learning output x = 0 (x = 1) leads to a state sA (sB). At 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, p ≠ 0.5, the

"-machine for the perturbed coin process has stochastic transition matrix

T =
�
��
�

1 − p p

p 1 − p

�
��
�
. (3.10)

We solve the eigenvalue equation to obtain the eigenvector that corresponds to the

stationary distribution of the causal states sA and sB.

T �P = �P

�
��
�

1 − p p

p 1 − p

�
��
�

�
��
�

P (sA)

P (sB)

�
��
�
=
�
��
�

P (sA)

P (sB)

�
��
�

�
��
�

1�2

1�2

�
��
�
=
�
��
�

P (sA)

P (sB)

�
��
�

(3.11)
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P (sA) and P (sB) are equiprobable. Thus, the "-machine’s statistical complexity is

Cµ = −P (sA) log2 P (sA) − P (sB) log2 P (sB)

= −(0.5) log2(0.5) − (0.5) log2(0.5)

= 1.

(3.12)

At p = 0.5, since both causal states have identical outputs and transition prob-

abilities, it is no longer the minimal model according to the equivalence relation

(Eq. (3.5)). The minimal model would require sA and sB to be merged into a single

causal state with p(x = 0) = p(x = 1) = 0.5. The resulting Cµ of an "-machine with

a single causal state is Cµ = 0. Therefore, the "-machine has Cµ = 1 at 0 ≤ p ≤ 1,

p ≠ 0.5, and Cµ = 0 at p = 0.5.

Applying the direct one-to-one mapping of causal states to quantum states one

would obtain the following quantum states,

�sA� =
�
1 − p �x = 0� �k = 1� +

√
p �x = 1� �k = 2�

�sB� =
√
p �x = 0� �k = 1� +

�
1 − p �x = 1� �k = 2� .

(3.13)

Because output x = 0 always leads to state sA and output x = 1 always leads to state

sB, we apply the short hand notation �x� �k� = �xk� = �x̄�. This results in

�sA� =
�
1 − p �x = 0, k = 1� +

√
p �x = 1, k = 2�

=
�
1 − p �0̄� +

√
p �1̄�

�sB� =
√
p �x = 0, k = 1� +

�
1 − p �x = 1, k = 2�

=
√
p �0̄� +

�
1 − p �1̄� .

(3.14)
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The resultant density matrix is

⇢ = P (sA) �sA� �sA� + P (sB) �sB� �sB �

= P (sA)[(1 − p) �0̄� �0̄� +
�
p(1 − p) �0̄� �1̄� +

�
p(1 − p) �1̄� �0̄� + p �1̄� �1̄�]+

P (sB)[(p) �0̄� �0̄� +
�
p(1 − p) �0̄� �1̄� +

�
p(1 − p) �1̄� �0̄� + (1 − p) �1̄� �1̄�].

(3.15)

For simplicity, we let �0̄� =
�
��
�

1

0

�
��
�

and �1̄� =
�
��
�

0

1

�
��
�
, we now have

⇢ = P (sA)

��������

(1 − p)
�
��
�

1 0

0 0

�
��
�
+
�
p(1 − p)

�
��
�

0 1

0 0

�
��
�
+
�
p(1 − p)

�
��
�

0 0

1 0

�
��
�
+ p
�
��
�

0 0

0 1

�
��
�

��������

+

P (sB)

��������

(p)
�
��
�

1 0

0 0

�
��
�
+
�
p(1 − p)

�
��
�

0 1

0 0

�
��
�
+
�
p(1 − p)

�
��
�

0 0

1 0

�
��
�
+ (1 − p)

�
��
�

0 0

0 1

�
��
�

��������

= P (sA)
�
��
�

1 − p
�
p(1 − p)

�
p(1 − p) p

�
��
�
+ P (sB)

�
��
�

p
�
p(1 − p)

�
p(1 − p) (1 − p)

�
��
�
.

(3.16)

Substituting P (sA) = P (sB) = 0.5 and diagonalising ⇢, we have

⇢diag =
�
��
�

1
2 +
�
p(1 − p) 0

0 1
2 −
�
p(1 − p)

�
��
�
. (3.17)

The corresponding analytical solution shows that the quantum statistical memory is

continuous with p,

Cq = −tr(⇢diag log2 ⇢diag)

= −�1
2
+
�
p(1 − p)� log2 �

1

2
+
�
p(1 − p)�

− �1
2
−
�
p(1 − p)� log2 �

1

2
−
�
p(1 − p)� .

(3.18)
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Figure 3.5: The blue (red) line represents how Cq (Cµ) scales with p. Note that at
p = 0.5, Cµ = 0.

Both Cµ and Cq are plotted in Fig. 3.5 in the range 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 for a visual

comparison.

For 0 < p < 1 and p ≠ 0.5, the inequality Cq < Cµ holds. �P is independent of p

as seen in Eq. (3.11), giving Cµ = 1. At p = 0.5, the causal states sA and sB are

indistinguishable due to them outputting the same futures with identical probabilities.

As such, they can be merged into one single causal state. The statistical complexity

of a single causal state is Cµ = 0.

Plotting Cq and Cµ on a graph (Fig. 3.5) with 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, we observe that the

biggest quantum advantage occurs when p = 0.5 ± � for some � � 1 where Cµ = 1

and Cq ≈ 0.

We omit plots of the excess entropy as this example focuses on the memory

advantage in which quantum causal models have over the "-machine. Nonetheless,

the relationship between excess entropy and statistical complexity/memory can be

found in Fig. 2 of Ref. [19].
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3.2.2 Version 2: Cryptic order (2016)

A separate study found that by increasing each states’ futures from one time step

in Eq. (3.7) to multiple time steps up to the cryptic order, the non-orthogonality

between quantum states can be increased further, allowing for a greater reduction in

the modelling overhead [21]. The cryptic order describes the minimum length of past

observations required to be certain of the present causal state, given that one knows

the entire future, i.e., the minimum k such that H(sk �x0∶∞) = 0. It was shown that if

quantum states encode future L-length words that have 1 < L ≤ k , non-orthogonality

between quantum states is increased and greater compression of memory will be

achieved. Hence, the cryptic order also represents the minimum future L-length for

the greatest non-orthogonality between quantum states. In this formalism, the string

of consecutive future outputs �x0� �x1� �x2� , ..., �xL−1� are encoded as L-length words,

x0∶L ≡ wL. The maximum compression in memory is achieved when L = k, with k

being the cryptic order of the process.

These quantum states are given as

�⌘j(L)� = �
wL∈AL

�
Sk∈S

�
P (wL,�k ��j) �sk� �wL� (3.19)

where �wL� ≡ �x0� �x1� �x2� ... �xL−1�. Likewise, the corresponding statistical memory is

also given by the von Neumann entropy of {�⌘j(L)�} as

Cq(L) = −tr(⇢(L) log2 ⇢(L)) (3.20)

where ⇢(L) = ∑j P (⌘j) �⌘j(L)� �⌘j(L)�. P (⌘j) is equivalent to the probability of classical

causal state P (sj) as the one-to-one mapping of classical causal states to quantum

states is still used.

Increasing the future word length increases the amount of overlaps between
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the quantum states provided the cryptic order k > 1 and Eq. (3.19) incorporates

(1 < L ≤ k)-length words. Representing the quantum states with future L-length

words as �⌘j(L)� (from Eq. 3.19) and a single future time step as �sj� (from Eq. 3.7),

we have

�⌘j(L)�⌘k(L)� ≤ �sj �sk� ≤ 1. (3.21)

The quantum statistical memory computed from Eq. (3.9) is based strictly on L = 1

futures and we denote it as Cq(L = 1). Comparing all memory requirements thus far,

we have

Cq(1 < L ≤ k) ≤ Cq(L = 1) ≤ Cµ. (3.22)

We will use the example of the 4-3 Golden Mean Process to illustrate that

increasing the future word lengths results more memory compression [21].

Example: 4-3 Golden Mean Process

4-3 GMP

s1

s2
s3 s4

s5s6
s7

0|p

1|1 � p
1|1 1|1

1|1

0|10|1
0|1

<latexit sha1_base64="oaYWXDFPc5zj9f/wKnl0o0qq3Os=">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</latexit>

Figure 3.6: The "-machine for the 4-3 Golden Mean Process.

In this example, we determine the quantum states for various future lengths from

one time step to beyond the cryptic order. We will show that Cq(L) reaches a

minimum and plateaus when L is equal to the cryptic order k . Cµ will not change as

it only depends on the stationary distribution of causal states and does not factor

in the cryptic order. To find Cµ, we first obtain the transition matrix then solve the
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eigenvalue equation T �P = �P . The transition matrix for the 4-3 Golden Mean Process

is

T =

�
����������������������
�

p 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 − p 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0

�
����������������������
�

. (3.23)

The corresponding vector �P containing the stationary probabilities of the causal states

is found to be

�P =

�
����������������������
�

1�(7 − 6p)

(1 − p)�(7 − 6p)

(1 − p)�(7 − 6p)

(1 − p)�(7 − 6p)

(1 − p)�(7 − 6p)

(1 − p)�(7 − 6p)

(1 − p)�(7 − 6p)

�
����������������������
�

. (3.24)

The classical statistical complexity can be straightforwardly calculated as

Cµ = −�
j

P (sj) log2 P (sj)

= −� 1

7 − 6p� log2 �
1

7 − 6p� − 6�
1 − p
7 − 6p� log2 �

1 − p
7 − 6p� .

(3.25)

We now determine the quantum states directly from the 4-3 Golden Mean Process.
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At L = 1, the seven quantum states are

�⌘1(L = 1)� =
√
p �sA� �0� +

�
1 − p �sB� �1�

�⌘2(L = 1)� = �s3� �1�

�⌘3(L = 1)� = �s4� �1�

�⌘4(L = 1)� = �s5� �1�

�⌘5(L = 1)� = �s6� �0�

�⌘6(L = 1)� = �s7� �0�

�⌘7(L = 1)� = �sA� �0�

(3.26)

At L = 2,

�⌘1(L = 2)� =
�
p2 �sA� �00� +

�
p(1 − p) �sB� �01� + �1 − p� �s3� �11�

�⌘2(L = 2)� = �s4� �11�

�⌘3(L = 2)� = �s5� �11�

�⌘4(L = 2)� = �s6� �10�

�⌘5(L = 2)� = �s7� �00�

�⌘6(L = 2)� = �sA� �00�

�⌘7(L = 2)� =
√
p �sA� �00� +

�
1 − p �sB� �01�

(3.27)
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At L = 3,

�⌘1(L = 3)� =
�
p3 �sA� �000� +

�
p2(1 − p) �sB� �001� + �p(1 − p)� �s3� �011�

+
�
1 − p �s4� �111�

�⌘2(L = 3)� = �s5� �111�

�⌘3(L = 3)� = �s6� �110�

�⌘4(L = 3)� = �s7� �100�

�⌘5(L = 3)� = �sA� �000�

�⌘6(L = 3)� =
√
p �sA� �000� +

�
1 − p �sB� �001�

�⌘7(L = 3)� =
�
p2 �sA� �000� +

�
p(1 − p) �sB� �001� + �1 − p� �s3� �011�

(3.28)

At L = 4,

�⌘1(L = 4)� =
�
p4 �sA� �0000� +

�
p3(1 − p) �sB� �0001� + �p2(1 − p)� �s3� �0011�

+
�
p(1 − p) �s4� �0111� +

�
1 − p �s5� �1111�

�⌘2(L = 4)� = �s5� �1110�

�⌘3(L = 4)� = �s6� �1100�

�⌘4(L = 4)� = �s7� �1000�

�⌘5(L = 4)� =
√
p �sA� �0000� +

�
1 − p �sB� �0001�

�⌘6(L = 4)� =
�
p2 �sA� �0000� +

�
p(1 − p) �sB� �0001� + �1 − p� �s3� �0011�

�⌘7(L = 4)� =
�
p3 �sA� �0000� +

�
p2(1 − p) �sB� �0001� + �p(1 − p)� �s3� �0011�

+
�
1 − p �s4� �0111�

(3.29)
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At L = 5,

�⌘1(L = 5)� =
�
p5 �sA� �00000� +

�
p4(1 − p) �sB� �00001� + �p3(1 − p)� �s3� �00011�

+
�
p2(1 − p) �s4� �00111� +

�
p(1 − p) �s5� �01111�

+
�
1 − p �s6� �11110�

�⌘2(L = 5)� = �s5� �11100�

�⌘3(L = 5)� = �s6� �11000�

�⌘4(L = 5)� =
√
p �sA� �10000� +

�
1 − p �sB� �10001�

�⌘5(L = 5)� =
�
p2 �sA� �00000� +

�
p(1 − p) �sB� �00001� + �1 − p� �s3� �00011�

�⌘6(L = 5)� =
�
p3 �sA� �00000� +

�
p2(1 − p) �sB� �00001� + �p(1 − p)� �s3� �00011�

+
�
1 − p �s4� �00111�

�⌘7(L = 5)� =
�
p4 �sA� �00000� +

�
p3(1 − p) �sB� �00001� + �p2(1 − p)� �s3� �00011�

+
�
p(1 − p) �s4� �00111� +

�
1 − p �s5� �01111�

(3.30)

Since the cryptic order k = 3, stopping at L = 5 would provide a sufficient runway to

illustrate how Cq(L) plateaus when L reaches the cryptic order.

Now, one can easily compute the density matrix ⇢(L) for each set of quantum

states corresponding to each future L-length with the quantum states using �P as the

stationary distribution of causal states. The resulting Cq(L) can be worked out easily.

The results can be plotted in Fig. 3.7. Irrespective of the parameter p (0 < p < 1),

observe that Cq(L) decreases with increasing L and plateaus when L reaches the

cryptic order at k = 3.

For completeness, to see how Cµ stacks against the various Cq(L) at different

future L-lengths, we plot Fig. 3.8 with p = 0.2. Note that Cµ shows no change with

L as Cµ is solely based on each causal state’s probability of occurrence.
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Figure 3.7: The 4-3 Golden Mean Process. Analytical results for Cq(L) with various
values of p are plotted up to L = 5. The cryptic order is k = 3. Observe that Cq(L)
plateaus when L ≥ k .
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Figure 3.8: The red line represents Cq(L) while the blue line represents Cµ, both
computed with the 4-3 Golden Mean Process set to p = 0.2.
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3.2.3 Version 3: Unitary quantum causal models (2018 onwards)

Unitary model U
|�j� |��(x,j)� |0� |x�

<latexit sha1_base64="AM9cDUP7XnyE5U44BQDDr3+EU38=">AAAEiXicbVPNTttAEF4gbWnoD7THXpYGS0llIjuAQKBItFx6qqhUfiTbitbrSbJk17Z2101Sy+/Sp+m1vfZtuk6skhDGsjyemW9mv5mdMOVMacf5u7a+UXvy9Nnm8/rWi5evXm/vvLlWSSYpXNGEJ/I2JAo4i+FKM83hNpVARMjhJhxdlP6b7yAVS+JveppCIMggZn1GiTam3vapPwKd+4oNBOndFfXF39znJlFEmhP7rlVUPqf6ToredsNpOzPBq4pbKQ1UyWVvZ+PYjxKaCYg15UQpz3VSHeREakY5mMSZgpTQERmAZ9SYCFBBPiNZYMtYItxPpHljjWfWRUROhFJTEZpIQfRQPfSVxsd8Xqb7J0HO4jTTENN5oX7GsU5w2TEcMQlU86lRCJXMnBXTIZGEatPXpSqhJKY1SzxyzUY/5pZS48zEyGlOMp2YkxCbSJmMlZ0mipUDYfHApoTTVUQENJGzoal2ajhISDmh9/GWH8OYJkKQOMr9EimIHBWeG8z/vMRcA06mtgQBIgSJU0Z1JiHAfpxEgJsNt4Xz4qxM9aC2GpIUlN1nernOh9z/GEVfEg2FdxjkVt3CRvwQBiyeEa9KFP+L45Xqc8wMF0kyxpZ3z7RbdpSCTYRZBZ1F0HXaRyAKuwoBO+NaEqyHjI4MsWghWynNvWbjoLXb9KZqyPq66xr0JDA8d+ee/aZju6098+D9fYwfBzc6q+HLkaXMWugRzgZxl5r7DdLGGiYaW2MW6WG30z6iwsZmziUHG5OYDhPZHYPSAc4bh8VZ1Tww41tsXd0qrLpZNffhYq0q1522e9DufD1snH+qlm4TvUPvURO56Bido8/oEl0hin6iX+g3+lPbqrm1k9rpPHR9rcK8RUtSu/gHNGdrEA==</latexit>

|�j� |��(x,j)� |0� |x�
<latexit sha1_base64="AM9cDUP7XnyE5U44BQDDr3+EU38=">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</latexit>

|�j� |��(x,j)� |0� |x�
<latexit sha1_base64="AM9cDUP7XnyE5U44BQDDr3+EU38=">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</latexit> |�j� |��(x,j)� |0� |x�

<latexit sha1_base64="AM9cDUP7XnyE5U44BQDDr3+EU38=">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</latexit>

|�j� |��(x,j)� |0� |x�
<latexit sha1_base64="AM9cDUP7XnyE5U44BQDDr3+EU38=">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</latexit> U

|�j� |��(x,j)� |0� |x�
<latexit sha1_base64="AM9cDUP7XnyE5U44BQDDr3+EU38=">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</latexit>

U
|�j� |��(x,j)� |0� |x�

<latexit sha1_base64="AM9cDUP7XnyE5U44BQDDr3+EU38=">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</latexit>

U
|�j� |��(x,j)� |0� |x�

<latexit sha1_base64="AM9cDUP7XnyE5U44BQDDr3+EU38=">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</latexit> |x0� |x1� |x2�
<latexit sha1_base64="wdHB0D2x/wTdYzDHYLaKTBzG+Qo=">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</latexit>
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Figure 3.9: The unitary operator acts on the quantum memory state ��j� with a blank
ancillary state to produce x when measured in the appropriate basis.

With quantum computing on the horizon, there is great interest in using quantum

computers to solve tasks. Unitary quantum causal models were developed to replace

existing quantum causal models. In this framework, the quantum states are ��j� and

satisfy the following unitary evolution [23]

U ��j� �0� = �
x∈A

�
P (x �j) ���(x,j)� �x� . (3.31)

The system’s state ��j� evolves under unitary operation with a blank ancillary state

�0� to the next memory state ���(x,j)� while outputting x when the ancillary state is

measured in the appropriate basis, see Fig. 3.9. The quantum causal model stores

the dynamics of the stochastic process in the set of quantum states {��j�} that forms

the top register of the quantum circuit in Fig. 3.9. Thus, we will refer to {��j�} as

quantum memory states from hereon. The procedure for constructing the appropriate

unitary operator was established in Ref. [23].

Furthermore, it was discovered that the addition of complex phases to ��j� gives

rise to a further compression of the memory, the furthest that has ever been achieved
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thus far [24]. These phase-dependent quantum memory states are

U ��j� �0� = �
x∈A

�
P (x �j)e i�xj ���(x,j)� �x� . (3.32)

Phase-dependent quantum states are given by ���j � with � being the complex phase.

These quantum states satisfy the following unitary evolution as well. As before, the

quantum statistical memory is given by

Cq = −tr(⇢(�) log2 ⇢(�)) (3.33)

where ⇢(�) = ∑j P (sj) ��
(�)
j � ��

(�)
j �. By carefully engineering the complex phases, one

can achieve the maximally known compression of the memory. However, there is no

known systematic method to obtain the exact complex phases as yet. In this thesis,

all quantum causal models do not have complex phase, i.e. we set � = 0.
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Summary for quantum causal models

Quantum causal models have seen improvements over the years. The internal
quantum states of quantum causal models are obtained by a suitable one-to-one
mapping of causal states (of the "-machine) to non-orthogonal quantum states,
sj � ��j�.
Three versions of quantum causal models exist, with each version being more
efficient than its predecessor.

• Version 1: Kraus operations

�sj� =
N

�
k

�
x∈A

�
T (x)j→k �x� �k� . (3.34)

• Version 2: Cryptic order

�⌘j(L)� = �
wL∈AL

�
Sk∈S

�
P (wL,�k ��j) �sk� �wL� . (3.35)

• Version 3: Phase-dependent unitary quantum causal models

U ��j� �0� = �
x∈A

�
P (x �j)e i�xj ���(x,j)� �x� . (3.36)

The quantum model which has the least memory requirement at the time of
writing are phase-dependent unitary quantum causal models. For all models,
the corresponding quantum statistical memory is given by the von Neumann
entropy for each of the versions’ density matrices which is given by, in general,
⇢.

Cq = −tr(⇢ log2 ⇢) (3.37)

where the density matrix is

⇢ =�
j

P (sj) �sj� �sj �

⇢(L) =�
j

P (⌘j) �⌘j(L)� �⌘j(L)�

⇢(�) =�
j

P (sj) ��(�)j � ��
(�)
j �

(3.38)

respectively for each version of quantum model.
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CHAPTER 4

Quantum Inference Protocol

The opposite of a profound truth may well be another profound truth.

– Niels Bohr

4.1 Motivation

In Chapter 3, we established that the one-to-one encoding of causal states into

non-orthogonal phaseless quantum states enables quantum causal models to have a

memory advantage over the "-machine. The addition of complex phases potentially

further reduces the memory cost if the optimal complex phases are used. Are we

reinventing the wheel by introducing another method of building quantum causal

models when there exists a proper procedure to do so?

The motivation behind the Quantum Inference Protocol was to abolish the

dependence of quantum causal models on "-machines by constructing unitary quantum
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Figure 4.1: The Quantum Inference Protocol analyses stochastic processes directly
to build quantum causal models without any reliance on classical inference algorithms.
It is expected to have similar memory requirements as the exact quantum causal
models, C̃q ≈ Cq. Its relationship to prior quantum causal models is illustrated here.

causal models directly from the stochastic process (we may also refer to the stochastic

process as data). Doing this sets the stage for unitary quantum causal models to

be used in real-world scenarios. The major drawback in the construction of a "-

machines lies with the need for a �-tolerance parameter that compares conditional

futures to merge pasts into causal states. The need for the �-tolerance arises when

finite data causes probabilities to be inexact. Should a �-tolerance be too lenient,

pasts which are almost equivalent (according to Eq. (3.5)) but clearly different

may be merged together, thereby underestimating the number of underlying causal

states of the stochastic process. On the other spectrum, a �-tolerance that is too

strict will separate two supposedly equivalent pasts – two pasts with supposedly the

same conditional futures that differ slightly due to small fluctuations in the inferred

probabilities. Too strict a �-tolerance overestimates the number of causal states

of the stochastic process. In both scenarios, the resultant "-machine will not be

accurate. The analogous unitary quantum causal models will in turn be affected due
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to the one-to-one mapping of causal states to quantum states.

The Quantum Inference Protocol was developed to negate the requirement of

having the "-machine in order to obtain the quantum causal models. In addition, it

does so without a need for any �-tolerance to merge equivalent pasts. The Quantum

Inference Protocol should be able to infer the stochastic process directly to build a set

of valid phaseless quantum memory states that can be used to produce statistically

faithful futures. The Quantum Inference Protocol should also be able to estimate the

amount of memory required for a phaseless unitary quantum model without having to

construct the quantum memory states.

4.2 The set-up

We define the following quantum memory states �&x−L∶0� that are built by the inference

of L-length pasts x−L∶0 which satisfy the following equation under unitary evolution:

U �&x−L∶0� �0� = �
x0∈A

�
P̃ (x0�x−L∶0) �&x−L+1∶1� �x0� . (4.1)

The term under the square root is the inferred conditional probability that x−L∶0 leads

to x0. This assumes that any L-length sequence of past leads to a causal state.

We shall explore the validity of this assumption in the subsequent sections. Since

a consecutive L-length sequence leads to a causal state, the probabilities of causal

states can thus be computed as P̃ (x−L∶0). The density matrix can then be defined as

⇢̃(L) = �
x−L∶0
P̃ (x−L∶0) �&x−L∶0� �&x−L∶0 � , (4.2)

after which the inferred quantum statistical memory is obtained as

C̃q(L) = −tr(⇢̃(L) log2 ⇢̃(L)). (4.3)
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U
|�j� |��(x,j)� |0� |x�

<latexit sha1_base64="AM9cDUP7XnyE5U44BQDDr3+EU38=">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</latexit>

|�x�L:0� |�x�L+1:1�
<latexit sha1_base64="ptWK3Mu+DgJDaubkln9lTkltmNA=">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</latexit>

|�x�L:0� |�x�L+1:1�
<latexit sha1_base64="ptWK3Mu+DgJDaubkln9lTkltmNA=">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</latexit>

|x0� |x1� |x2�
<latexit sha1_base64="wdHB0D2x/wTdYzDHYLaKTBzG+Qo=">AAAEbHicbVNdb9MwFPW2AqN8bcDbNMmjC2pRViXdpiFNlQa88ISGxD6kNKoc57a16tiR7dCVKE/8Gl7h1/An+A04bbSt624U6eT6Ht+cc+0o5Uwbz/u7srpWe/Dw0frj+pOnz56/2Nh8ea5lpiicUcmluoyIBs4EnBlmOFymCkgScbiIxp/K9YvvoDST4puZphAmZCjYgFFibKq/sd0bg8mv+l5Rr5B/jTpFf6Phtb1Z4GXgV6CBqjjtb64d9WJJswSEoZxoHfheasKcKMMoB7t1piEldEyGEFgoSAI6zGc6CuzYTIwHUtlXGDzL3mbkJNF6mkS2MiFmpO+ulcn71oLMDN6HORNpZkDQeaNBxrGRuDQFx0wBNXxqAaGK2X/FdEQUocZat9AlUsSas6AjN2z8Y54pEWe2Rk1zkhlp/4S4RCk50W4qNSs9Z2LoUsLpMiMGKtVsLrqdWg0KUk7oTb3TEzChMkmIiPNeyUyIGheBH86/AmknzcnUVZBAEoHCKaMmUxDinpAx4GbDb+G8OC63utNbj0gK2h0ws9jnXd77EMdfpIEiOAhzp+5gG70IhkzMhFctiuvmeKn7nDPjxYpMsBPcKO2WjlJwSWJPu8li6HrtQ0gKtyoBN+NGEWxGjI6tsPjWbmU0d5uN/dZOM5jqERuYrm/ZV6HVuTNf2Wt6rt/atQ/e28P4fnKjs1y+WFnGzMKAcDYUXWrPNygXG7gy2Jmw2Iy6nfYhTVxs51xqcDERdCRVdwLahDhvHBTHlXlgx3fburpTOHV71fy7F2sZnHfa/n678/WgcfKxunTraAu9QU3koyN0gj6jU3SGKPqJfqHf6M/av9rr2lZte166ulJxXqGFqL39D8cPX6U=</latexit>

|�x�L:0� |�x�L+1:1�
<latexit sha1_base64="ptWK3Mu+DgJDaubkln9lTkltmNA=">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</latexit>

Figure 4.2: Repeated applications of the unitary operator on the memory register,
now given with �&x−L∶0�, with blank ancillary qubits �0� allows the statistical replication
of the process.

Tildes are used to denote inferred quantities obtained through frequency counting.

For a model-independent method of estimating C̃q(L), one may replace the density

matrix with the Gram matrix G that has elements

Gx−L∶0x ′−L∶0 =�
x0∶L

�
P̃ (x−L∶0x0∶L)P̃ (x ′−L∶0x0∶L). (4.4)

Substituting the density matrix with the Gram matrix is possible because both have

the same spectrum.

The code for the Quantum Inference Protocol is primarily written in MATLAB

and has since been translated to Python. Both versions can be found at: https:

//github.com/matthew0021/quantum-inference-protocol.

In the next two sections of this Chapter, we show that the quantum memory

states defined in Eq. (4.1) fulfils the following two criteria:

(1) Prove that self merging of quantum memory states occurs at and above the

Markov order (Sec. 4.3).

(2) We then show the robustness of the quantum statistical memory. We make

use of the Gram matrix to accomplish this as the Gram matrix has the same

spectrum as the density matrix (Sec. 4.4).
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CHAPTER 4 4.3. SELF-MERGING AT AND ABOVE THE MARKOV ORDER

With (1) and (2), the validity of the Quantum Inference Protocol can be established

(Sec. 4.5).

4.3 Self-merging at and above the Markov order

In this section, we will demonstrate equivalence between the Quantum Inference

Protocol’s inferred quantum memory states and the exact quantum memory states.

The latter are obtained through an ideal "-machine if the chosen L is at least the

Markov order of the process.

The Markov order R is defined as the minimum length of sequence R where

P (�→x �x−∞∶0) = P (�→x �x−R∶0) [59]. Since we map pasts to causal states, it makes sense

to denote the Markov order as the smallest history length r to determine the causal

state of a process [21],

R =min{r ∶ H(S0�x−r ∶0) = 0} (4.5)

Suppose we had two inferred quantum memory states �&x−L∶0� and �&x ′−L∶0� that are

defined by two pasts x−L∶0 and x ′−L∶0,

U �&x−L∶0� �0� =�
x0

�
P̃ (x0�x−L∶0) �&x−L+1∶1� �x0�

U �&x ′−L∶0� �0� =�
x ′0

�
P̃ (x ′0�x ′−L∶0) �&x ′−L+1∶1� �x

′
0� .

(4.6)

Taking their inner products, we have

�&x−L∶0 �&x ′−L∶0� = �&x−L∶0 �U
†U �&x ′−L∶0�

= �
x0,x ′0

�
P̃ (x0�x−L∶0)P̃ (x ′0�x ′−L∶0) �&x−L+1∶1 �&x ′−L+1∶1� �x0�x

′
0� .

(4.7)
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Because �x0�x ′0� = �x−L∶0x ′−L∶0 and U†U = 1, the inner products are reduced to

�&x−L∶0 �&x ′−L∶0� =�
x0

�
P̃ (x0�x−L∶0)P̃ (x0�x ′−L∶0) �&x−L+1∶1 �&x ′−L+1∶1� . (4.8)

By iteratively working out the inner products between �&x−L+1∶1 �&x ′−L+1∶1� and so on, we

arrive at a recurrence relation,

�&x−L∶0 �&x ′−L∶0� =
�
P̃ (x0�x−L∶0)P̃ (x0�x ′−L∶0)×
�
P̃ (x1�x−L+1∶1)P̃ (x1�x ′−L+1∶1)×

...

= �
x0,x1,...

�
P̃ (x0x1...�x−L∶0)P̃ (x0x1...�x ′−L∶0)

=�
�→x

�
P̃ (�→x �x−L∶0)P̃ (�→x �x ′−L∶0).

(4.9)

Given that L ≥ R, the past x−L∶0 maps to the exact causal state of ←�x , the full pasts

←�x and ←�x ′ can be represented by any L-length past, giving the following equation

�&x−L∶0 �&x ′−L∶0� =��→x

�
P̃ (�→x �←�x )P̃ (�→x �←�x ′). (4.10)

We can conclude that the inner products �&x0∶L �&x ′0∶L� can be reduced to

�&x−L∶0 �&x ′−L∶0� = 1 (4.11)

if and only if the condition holds,

P̃ (
�→
X �←�x ) = P̃ (

�→
X �←�x ′). (4.12)

This implies that if P̃ (
�→
X �←�x ) is equal to P̃ (

�→
X �←�x ′), two quantum memory states �&x−L∶0�

and �&x ′−L∶0� are equivalent. Their inner products are 1. This completes the proof that
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the inference protocol’s quantum memory states and the exact quantum memory

states are equivalent when L ≥ R for x−L∶0 ∼ x ′−L∶0, allowing self-merging to occur at

and above the Markov order.

4.4 Robustness of Cq

To prove the robustness of the quantum statistical memory, Cq, we will allow proba-

bilities to be perturbed as follows

P (
←→
X )→ P ✏(

←→
X ) = P (

←→
X ) + ✏�P (

←→
X ), (4.13)

where ✏ represents the strength of the perturbation and �P (
←→
X ) represents the relative

changes in distribution for each string �→x .

Although Cq is traditionally computed by taking −tr(⇢ log2 ⇢), we will make use of

the Gram matrix to prove the robustness of Cq. The Gram matrix G is a matrix of

rescaled inner products of quantum memory states [22, 60, 61] that has the same

spectrum as ⇢ and can be used to efficiently show the effects of perturbations to the

probabilities. It was introduced in Ref. [60] to compare two ensembles with the same

number of quantum states with same probabilities and used in Ref. [22] to compute

Cq with greater efficiency.

The elements of the Gram matrix are obtained by taking overlaps between

quantum states together with a product of their probabilities. It has elements given by

Gjk =
�
PjPk ��j ��k�. We will apply the Gram matrix to our model where the quantum

memory states are denoted by �&x−L∶0� and �&x ′−L∶0�. Assuming the quantum memory

states have exact probabilities, the elements of the Gram matrix are

Gx−L∶0x ′−L∶0 =
�
P (x−L∶0)P (x ′−L∶0) �&x−L∶0 �&x ′−L∶0� . (4.14)
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The overlaps can be written with Eq. (4.10) but we consider the case for L-length

pasts and futures when L ≥ R,

�&x−L∶0 �&x ′−L∶0� =�
x0∶L

�
P (x0∶L�x−L∶0)P (x0∶L�x ′−L∶0). (4.15)

Substituting back to Eq. (4.14), we obtain

Gx−L∶0x ′−L∶0 =�
x0∶L

�
P (x−L∶0)P (x ′−L∶0)

�
P (x0∶L�x−L∶0)P (x0∶L�x ′−L∶0)

=�
x0∶L

�
P (x−L∶0x0∶L)P (x ′−L∶0x0∶L).

(4.16)

We first work out how the perturbation affects these probabities

�
P (x−L∶0x0∶L)P (x ′−L∶0x0∶L)

before showing how the perturbation affects the Gram matrix G. The square-root of

two arbitrary perturbed probabilities P ✏ and Q✏ multiplied together is found to first

order of ✏ as

√
P ✏Q✏ =

�
(P + ✏�P )(Q + ✏�Q)

=
�
PQ + P ✏�Q +Q✏�P + (✏�P )(✏�Q)

=
√
PQ

�
1 + ✏�Q

Q
+ ✏�P
P
+ ✏
2�P�Q

PQ

=
√
PQ �1 + 1

2
�✏�Q
Q
+ ✏�P
P
+ ✏
2�P�Q

PQ
� +O(✏3) + ...�

≈
√
PQ +

√
PQ

2
�✏�P
P
+ ✏�Q
Q
� +O(✏2).

(4.17)

We now substitute Eq. (4.17) into Eq. (4.14) to see how perturbations to the

probabilities affects the Gram matrix. The result is that we have a perturbed Gram
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matrix with the following elements

G✏x−L∶0x ′−L∶0 =�
x0∶L

�
P ✏(x−L∶0x0∶L)P ✏(x ′−L∶0x0∶L)

≈�
x0∶L

�
P (x−L∶0x0∶L)P (x ′−L∶0x0∶L)+

✏
�
P (x−L∶0x0∶L)P (x ′−L∶0x0∶L)

2
��P (x−L∶0x0∶L)
P (x−L∶0x0∶L)

+
�P (x ′−L∶0x0∶L)
P (x ′−L∶0x0∶L)

�+

O(✏2).
(4.18)

The perturbed Gram matrix is then shown to be separated into two components

with the exact and the perturbation term. Each element of the Gram matrix is

G✏x−L∶0x ′−L∶0 = Gx−L∶0x ′−L∶0 + ✏�Gx−L∶0x ′−L∶0. To first order of ✏, we have the components of G✏

given as

Gx−L∶0x ′−L∶0 =�
x0∶L

�
P (x−L∶0x0∶L)P (x ′−L∶0x0∶L)

and

✏�Gx−L∶0x ′−L∶0 =�
x0∶L

✏
�
P (x−L∶0x0∶L)P (x ′−L∶0x0∶L)

2
��P (x−L∶0x0∶L)
P (x−L∶0x0∶L)

+
�P (x ′−L∶0x0∶L)
P (x ′−L∶0x0∶L)

�

(4.19)

From Weyl’s theorem for perturbed Hermitian matrices, the perturbation to the

eigenvalues of G✏ is upper bounded by largest the eigenvalue of ✏�G [61]. Adjusting

the scaling parameter to zero, ✏→ 0, G✏ smoothly converges to G. Now, since the

von Neumann entropy of a density matrix is continuous on its spectrum [44], and

the density matrix and the Gram matrix share the same spectrum, the von Neumann

entropy is also continuous on the spectrum of the Gram matrix. Therefore, the

von Neumann entropy smoothly varies with respect to ✏, proving that the quantum

statistical memory is robust with respect to ✏.

By viewing the same problem from a different lens, we observe how adding scaling
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parameter to the density matrix, ⇢, results in the scaling for Cq = −tr(⇢ log2 ⇢). By

allowing ⇢✏ = ⇢ + ✏�⇢, the perturbed von Neumann entropy C✏q becomes

C✏q = −tr(⇢✏ log2 ⇢✏)

= −tr[(⇢ + ✏�⇢) log2(⇢ + ✏�⇢)]

= −tr[⇢ log2(⇢ + ✏�⇢) + ✏�⇢ log2(⇢ + ✏�⇢)]

= −tr �⇢�log2 ⇢ + log2 �1 +
✏�⇢

⇢
�� + ✏�⇢�log2 ⇢ + log2 �1 +

✏�⇢

⇢
��� .

(4.20)

Given the Taylor expansion for loge(1 + x) is

loge(1 + x) = x − (1�2)x2 + (1�3)x3 + ... (4.21)

and log2(1+x) = loge(1+x)� loge(2), we have–to first order of ✏–the following solution

for C✏q,

C✏q = −tr �⇢�log2 ⇢ +
1

ln2
�✏�⇢
⇢
�� + ✏�⇢�log2 ⇢ +

1

ln2
�✏�⇢
⇢
���

= −tr �⇢ log2 ⇢ +
✏�⇢

ln 2
+ ✏�⇢ log2 ⇢ +

(✏�⇢)2
⇢ ln 2

+ ...�

≈ −tr(⇢ log2 ⇢) − tr�✏�⇢� log2 ⇢ +
1

ln2
��

= Cq − ✏tr��⇢� log2 ⇢ +
1

ln2
��.

(4.22)

As such, it is shown that when ✏→ 0, C✏q → Cq smoothly.

4.5 The Inference Protocol

By establishing that (1) quantum memory states undergo self-merging at and above

the Markov order and (2) the robustness of Cq to perturbations in the probability

distributions, we can now argue the accuracy of the inference protocol. By parsing

through a given stochastic process with the frequentist approach, the marginal
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distributions of (L + 1)-length words can be inferred (for some choice of L). The

marginal distributions are used to estimate the conditional probabilities in Eq. (4.1)

by concatenation. Moreover, the marginal distributions can also be used to construct

estimated conditional probabilities for Eq. (4.4). The estimates for the conditional

distributions are evaluated as

P̃ (x0∶L�x−L∶0) = P̃ (x0�x−L∶0)P̃ (x1�x−L+1∶1)...P̃ (xL−1�x−L+L∶L). (4.23)

Eq. (4.23) should result in an estimate that is close to the exact distributions provided

the marginal distributions are close to the exact marginal distributions, and that

L ≥ R.

Finite data would result in statistical fluctuations in the marginal distributions.

This should not affect the methodology if the fluctuations are small. These statistical

fluctuations can be treated as a perturbation to the probabilities shown in Sec. 4.4

but with �P being stochastic variables. We show in Sec. 4.6 that the size of error

in the inferred Gram matrix and estimated quantum statistical memory scales as

O � �A�
L

√
N
� where N is the length of the stochastic process (the size of data).

The next question is how we determine the choice of L. We recommend that the

maximum choice of L, given by Lmax, be not more than Lmax � log�A�(N�1,000). Too

large an L will lead to large fluctuations in the probability distributions because of

undersampling. However, we also require L to be large enough for the Markov order

of the process for a good estimate of C̃q.

For a process that has infinite Markov order, it would be computationally infeasible

to have Lmax →∞. While knowing the Markov order rightfully indicates how far back

into the past one should look into, it does not provide the strength of these long-range

correlations. Typically, these distant pasts can be treated as small perturbations to

the statistics to the most recent past and so we can expect minimal impact from
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these perturbations.

We introduce the concept of the effective Markov order Reff to promote the idea

that having a shorter past than the Markov order may still be ‘good enough’ for

capturing most of the predictive information in the past. The effective Markov order

is defined as the minimum length of observations for which having an additional time

step into the past does not exceed some threshold tolerance value �,

Reff =min{r ∶maxxx ′�D(P (X0�xX−r ∶0), P (X0�x ′X−r ∶0))� < �}. (4.24)

Here, D(P,Q) is some measure of distance between two probability distributions P

and Q. For the purposes of this work, we use the trace distance measure

DTD(P,Q) =
1

2
�
x

�P (x) −Q(x)�. (4.25)

4.6 Scaling of the error

A finite-length stochastic process begets imperfect probability distributions analogously

to a finite number of flips for a fair coin that gives P (head) ≈ 0.5. The approximation

of probabilities can be treated as a perturbation to the exact probabilities, P̃ = P +�P .

How does the error scale with the amount of statistical noise that arises from finite

data?

Suppose the stochastic process is of length N. With L-length words, the inference

protocol will estimate C̃q of the process through building up a functional set of

quantum memory states constructed with L-length words. How will the error to the

Gram matrix scale? Using results from Eq. (4.19), we see that the elements of the
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inferred Gram matrix have the following error,

�Gx−L∶0x ′−L∶0 =�
x0∶L

�
P (x−L∶0x0∶L)P (x ′−L∶0x0∶L)

2
��P (x−L∶0x0∶L)
P (x−L∶0x0∶L)

+
�P (x ′−L∶0x0∶L)
P (x ′−L∶0x0∶L)

� .

(4.26)

Instead of having ✏ as the scaling of the perturbation, the strength of perturbation

is instead dictated by the uncertainty terms (given with the �) in Eq. (4.26). For a ran-

domly selected L-length word, it is either x−L∶0 or not. Thus the probability distribution

P (x−L∶0) follows a binomial distribution and can be approximated to a normal distri-

bution when N is large, where the standard deviation is � =
�
P (x−L∶L)(1 − P (x−L∶L)).

Since the exact distribution is not known, the standard error of the mean of the

distribution is used to estimate the error. In general, the standard error of the mean

of an arbitrary distribution with N amounts of data is �mean = ��
√
N. Similarly, the

standard error of the mean for P (x−L∶0) is given by

�P (x−L∶L) ≡ �P (x−L∶L) =
�
P (x−L∶L)(1 − P (x−L∶L))

N
. (4.27)

Substituting Eq. (4.27) into Eq. (4.26), we obtain

�Gx−L∶0x ′−L∶0 =
1

2
√
N
�
x0∶L

�
P (x ′−L∶0x0∶L)(1 − P (x−L∶0x0∶L))

+
�
P (x−L∶0x0∶L)(1 − P (x ′−L∶0x0∶L)).

(4.28)

The probability of obtaining an L-length sequence decreases approximately exponen-

tially with L. Assuming that all L-length words (for long L) are almost uniformly

distributed, P (x−L∶L) occurs with probability 1��A�2L = �A�−2L. Considering that there

are roughly �A�L terms in the sum, we have �Gx−L∶0x ′−L∶0 ∼ 1�
√
N. Finally, because the

dimension of the matrix scales as �A�L, hence the spectral norm of �Gx−L∶0x ′−L∶0 would
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generally scale as

�Gx−L∶0x ′−L∶0 ∝ O �
�A�L√
N
� . (4.29)

4.7 Examples

Two examples of stochastic processes that are generated by two generators are used

to demonstrate the capabilities of the Quantum Inference Protocol of estimating

C̃q [25]. Since both generators are in fact explicit "-machines, one can work out

the exact analytical solution for Cq to use for benchmarking. The first generator is

the 3-2 Golden Mean Process, which has a finite Markov order of R = 3 and cryptic

order of k = 2 (Fig. 4.4(a)). The second generator is the Nemo Process. The Nemo

Process is a process with an infinite Markov order (Fig. 4.3(a)).

3-2 Golden Mean Process. The first example is given by a "-machine obtained

from the R-k Golden Mean Process family. R and k represent the Markov order and

cryptic order respectively which are tunable parameters. We consider the 3-2 Golden

Mean Process in Fig. 4.3(a).

In Fig. 4.3(b), we observe that the expectation of the trace distance between

differing symbols increases far into the past between P̃ (X0�0X−L∶0) and P̃ (X0�1X−L∶0)

from which we can infer the effective Markov order defined in Eq. (4.24). The limits

of finite data are visible when L is too large relative to N; undersampling of the

process statistics causes DTD(P̃ (X0�0X−R∶0), P̃ (X0�1X−R∶0)) to fluctuate. The hollow

circle on each plot represents the point at which L = log2(N�1000), beyond this point

we consider statistics to be undersampled. Setting a threshold � = 0.01, we would

assign an effective Markov order of Reff = 3 which aligns with the exact Markov order

of the process.
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Nemo Process

Figure 4.3: (a) 3-2 Golden Mean Pro-
cess with p = 0.9. (b) Trace distance
of (P̃ (X0�0X−L∶0 and P̃ (X0�1X−L∶0) vs L.
(c) C̃q(L) vs L.
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Nemo Process

Figure 4.4: (a) Nemo Process set to
p = 0.1 and q = 0.9. (b) Trace distance
of (P̃ (X0�0X−L∶0 and P̃ (X0�1X−L∶0) vs L.
(c) C̃q(L) vs L.

Nemo Process. The second example is given by the Nemo Process, whose "-machine

is represented in Fig. 4.4(a).

The Nemo process features an infinite Markov order as seen by having a contiguous

string of zeros of any length that cannot be exactly synchronised to any causal state.

This implies the impossibility of choosing an L that matches the Markov order of the

process. This is where the effective Markov order will be useful and will provide a

suitable proxy for the Markov order.
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Similarly, Fig. 4.4(b) shows the expected trace distance between P̃ (X0�0X−L∶0)

and P̃ (X0�1X−L∶0). Setting a tolerance of � = 0.01, we observe that the trace distance

remains below the delta tolerance at L ≥ 6 (especially for large N). As such, we can

assign the effective Markov order to be Reff = 6.

With L = 6, we see that that the estimated quantum statistical memory is accurate,

C̃q ≈ Cq. This strikes a balance between allowing sufficiently long histories to capture

most of the past dependency while not underfitting the probability distributions.

Notice that for N = 104 illustrates the effects of insufficient data to provide a good

estimate; the Lmax corresponding to N = 104 is significantly smaller than Reff and can

be deduced from the trace distance in Fig. 4.4(b), which never drops below the delta

tolerance.

4.8 Summary

In this Chapter, we have introduced the Quantum Inference Protocol, which is an

inference algorithm that has dual purposes. The Quantum Inference Protocol can be

used to construct quantum memory states without the need for mapping a "-machine’s

causal states to quantum states. This reduces any errors that may be incurred due to

the �-tolerance used to construct causal states. The Quantum Inference Protocol is

also able to quickly identify an estimate for the memory cost of simulating stochastic

processes with quantum causal models.

The validity of the inferred quantum memory states was justified by first showing

that the inferred quantum memory states undergo self-merging when the length of

consecutive past outputs is at or greater than the Markov order of the process. We

then showed that the quantum statistical memory is robust to perturbations. The

robustness was shown by allowing probabilities to be perturbed with a scaling factor.

The above-mentioned two points set the stage for the Quantum Inference Protocol.
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As long as the choice of consecutive pasts to observe is at or greater than the Markov

order, the inferred quantum statistical memory will be close to the estimate, but

still being dependent on the amount of data given. The inferred quantum statistical

memory is robust against statistical perturbations arising from finite data.

Summary for the Quantum Inference Protocol

The Quantum Inference Protocol was developed to remove reliance on classical
causal models to obtain quantum causal models of stochastic processes. Classi-
cal causal models require a user-defined tolerance value to compare probability
distributions, causing them to be extremely sensitive to perturbations in the
stochastic process.

The Quantum Inference Protocol infers the same stochastic process and builds
quantum states that satisfy the following equation

U �&x−L∶0� �0� = �
x0∈A

�
P̃ (x0�x−L∶0) �&x−L+1∶1� �x0� . (4.30)

and its corresponding quantum statistical memory is found by

C̃q(L) = −tr(⇢(L) log2 ⇢(L)), (4.31)

with ⇢(L) = ∑x−L∶0 P̃ (x−L∶0) �&x−L∶0� �&x−L∶0 � being the density matrix.

For a quick gauge on the amount of memory quantum causal models require,
one may use a model-independent method to obtain the inferred Gram matrix
as the Gram matrix and density matrix have the same spectrum. The Gram
matrix has elements

Gx−L∶0x ′−L∶0 =�
x0∶L

�
P̃ (x−L∶0x0∶L)P̃ (x ′−L∶0x0∶L). (4.32)

We showed that C̃q ≈ Cq if L ≥ R and if statistical fluctuations to the marginal
distributions are small. The choice of L is recommended to be upper bounded
at Lmax � log�A�(N�1,000).
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Unitary construction and decomposition

5.1 Merging quantum memory states

The methodology for constructing the unitary for any given set of quantum memory

states also applies to the set of inferred quantum memory states obtained with the

Quantum Inference Protocol.

The Quantum Inference Protocol produces a maximum of �A�L quantum memory

states. The ensuing unitary operator would also have dimensions �A�L by �A�L. Con-

structing a unitary operator of size �A�L by �A�L is theoretically possible but practically

infeasible. A large matrix tends to have large circuit depth after decomposing into

elementary quantum gates that are implementable on a quantum device. A large

circuit depth tends to incur more noise.

Therefore, we strongly recommend merging together statistically similar quantum

memory states up to a � tolerance to reduce the state space such that the unitary

operator is within implementable means. Reducing the dimensions of the unitary

operator ensures that the number of qubits needed is within acceptable and imple-
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mentable means. ‘Statistical similarity’ of quantum states can be found with the

fidelity measure.

We compute the fidelity between two inferred quantum memory state, �&x−L∶0� and

�&x ′−L∶0�, essentially invoking an alternate version of the equivalence relation. If the

fidelity is greater than 1 − �, the two inferred quantum memory states are deemed to

be statistically similar and merged into a single quantum memory states and given a

label �&j�.

�&x−L∶0� ∼ �&x ′−L∶0� ⇐⇒ � �&x−L∶0 �&x ′−L∶0� � ≥ 1 − �. (5.1)

As the accuracy of the probability amplitudes of the inferred quantum memory states

depends highly on the length of stochastic process N, we expect � to be dependent

on N. We set � = 1
2
√
N

with the derivation found in Section 5.4. One has freedom to

demand a stricter criteria for statistical similarity by having � < 1
2
√
N
.

Invoking Eq. (5.1) then gives the set of merged inferred quantum memory states

{�&j�}. We can then proceed with constructing the unitary operator for the set of

merged quantum memory states.

5.2 Building the unitary

The procedure for constructing the unitary operator for any given set of quantum

memory states, be it inferred using the Quantum Inference Protocol or obtained

via a direct mapping from the causal states of an "-machine consists of four main

steps [23].

(1) Compute the inner products between two quantum memory states, ci j = ��i ��j�.

(2) With an inverse Gram-Schmidt procedure, express the set of quantum mem-

ory states {��j�} in a chosen orthogonal basis {�ej�} in Hilbert space of the
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appropriate dimensions. This gives the following set of equations

��1� = �e1�

��2� = c12 �e1� +
�
1 − c212 �e2� , etc.

(5.2)

(3) Solve for matrix elements

Uix,i ′0 = �ei � �x �U �ei ′� �x = 0� . (5.3)

The �x = 0� term indicates that Eq. (5.3) will fill in the odd-numbered columns

of the unitary operator.

(4) Fill in the remaining even-numbered columns of U with the Gram-Schmidt

procedure taking into account the already-determined columns in Step (3). As

a straightforward example, random numbers can be assigned to these even-

numbered columns before invoking the Gram-Schmidt procedure.

Given the set of merged inferred quantum memory states {�&i�}, one may write

the basis states �ei� as a linear combination of the merged quantum states.

�ei=1� = �i=1,k=1 �&k=1�

�ei=2� = �i=2,k=1 �&k=1� + �i=2,k=2 �&k=2�

�ei=3� = �i=3,k=1 �&k=1� + �i=3,k=2 �&k=2� + �i=3,k=3 �&k=3�

(5.4)

with �i ,k being the respective coefficients that can be found with the Gram-Schmidt

procedure. Substituting Eq. (5.4) into Eq. (5.3), each element within the unique

columns of the unitary operator can be found as

Uix,i ′0 =
k=i
�
k=1

k ′=i ′
�
k ′=1
(�i ,k)(�i ′,k ′)

�
P (x �k ′) �&i �&�(x,k ′)� . (5.5)
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In our algorithm, we assign random numbers to the remaining even-numbered columns

before orthonormalising them with the columns obtained in Eq. (5.5).

The resultant quantum memory states for which the unitary operator acts requires

only that the overlaps �&i �&j� be preserved. The merged quantum memory states can

then be written in column form as

�&1� = [1,0,0...]T ,

�&2� = [�&1�&2� ,
�
1 − �&1�&2�2,0...]T etc.

(5.6)

5.3 Decomposing the unitary

Any operator has to be decomposed into elementary quantum gates that are im-

plementable on a quantum device. Examples of elementary quantum gates include

the standard single qubit Pauli gates, Hadamard gate, rotation gates around the

X, Y, and Z directions, controlled-NOT, Toffoli gate, etc. There exists several

decomposition methods [62–69], of which some have been automated with codes.

Although Qiskit–the platform we use for numerical work–features its own version of

two qubit unitary decomposition [70], we opt not to use it for two main reasons. It is

limited to two qubits, but more importantly, our operator is not guaranteed to be a

numerically exact operator where U†U = I. This is due to statistical fluctuations from

the finite stochastic process affecting the probability amplitudes of quantum memory

states, which in turn affects the relevant constructed unitary operator.

Therefore, in our code, we will make use of the cosine-sine decomposition [64]

coupled with the generalised singular value decomposition [62].

The cosine-sine decomposition states that any 2n ×2n matrix can be split into four

block matrices g11, g12, g21, g22 of size 2n−1×2n−1. Singular value decomposition is then

applied to any two of these four block matrices to obtain the following decomposition,
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DECOMPOSE INTO 
ELEMENTARY QUANTUM 

GATES

U|�j� |��(x,j)� |0� |x�
<latexit sha1_base64="AM9cDUP7XnyE5U44BQDDr3+EU38=">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</latexit>

|�x�L:0� |�x�L+1:1�
<latexit sha1_base64="ptWK3Mu+DgJDaubkln9lTkltmNA=">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</latexit>

|�x�L:0� |�x�L+1:1�
<latexit sha1_base64="ptWK3Mu+DgJDaubkln9lTkltmNA=">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</latexit>

|x0� |x1� |x2�
<latexit sha1_base64="wdHB0D2x/wTdYzDHYLaKTBzG+Qo=">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</latexit>

v1v2

RZ RY RZ U1 X XU1

X

RZ RY RZ U1 X XU1

X

RZ RY RZ U1 X XU1

X

RZ RY RZ U1 X XU1

X

>>

>>

>>

>>

Multi-
plexor

C

T|�j� |��(x,j)� |0� |x�
<latexit sha1_base64="AM9cDUP7XnyE5U44BQDDr3+EU38=">AAAEiXicbVPNTttAEF4gbWnoD7THXpYGS0llIjuAQKBItFx6qqhUfiTbitbrSbJk17Z2101Sy+/Sp+m1vfZtuk6skhDGsjyemW9mv5mdMOVMacf5u7a+UXvy9Nnm8/rWi5evXm/vvLlWSSYpXNGEJ/I2JAo4i+FKM83hNpVARMjhJhxdlP6b7yAVS+JveppCIMggZn1GiTam3vapPwKd+4oNBOndFfXF39znJlFEmhP7rlVUPqf6ToredsNpOzPBq4pbKQ1UyWVvZ+PYjxKaCYg15UQpz3VSHeREakY5mMSZgpTQERmAZ9SYCFBBPiNZYMtYItxPpHljjWfWRUROhFJTEZpIQfRQPfSVxsd8Xqb7J0HO4jTTENN5oX7GsU5w2TEcMQlU86lRCJXMnBXTIZGEatPXpSqhJKY1SzxyzUY/5pZS48zEyGlOMp2YkxCbSJmMlZ0mipUDYfHApoTTVUQENJGzoal2ajhISDmh9/GWH8OYJkKQOMr9EimIHBWeG8z/vMRcA06mtgQBIgSJU0Z1JiHAfpxEgJsNt4Xz4qxM9aC2GpIUlN1nernOh9z/GEVfEg2FdxjkVt3CRvwQBiyeEa9KFP+L45Xqc8wMF0kyxpZ3z7RbdpSCTYRZBZ1F0HXaRyAKuwoBO+NaEqyHjI4MsWghWynNvWbjoLXb9KZqyPq66xr0JDA8d+ee/aZju6098+D9fYwfBzc6q+HLkaXMWugRzgZxl5r7DdLGGiYaW2MW6WG30z6iwsZmziUHG5OYDhPZHYPSAc4bh8VZ1Tww41tsXd0qrLpZNffhYq0q1522e9DufD1snH+qlm4TvUPvURO56Bido8/oEl0hin6iX+g3+lPbqrm1k9rpPHR9rcK8RUtSu/gHNGdrEA==</latexit>

|�x�L:0� |�x�L+1:1�
<latexit sha1_base64="ptWK3Mu+DgJDaubkln9lTkltmNA=">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</latexit>

|x0� |x1� |x2�
<latexit sha1_base64="wdHB0D2x/wTdYzDHYLaKTBzG+Qo=">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</latexit>

|�x�L:0� |�x�L+1:1�
<latexit sha1_base64="ptWK3Mu+DgJDaubkln9lTkltmNA=">AAAEhnicbVPbbtNAEN22AUq4tfDIy5bUUgpOZKetglpFKvDCA0JFohfJtqL1epKs4t21dtdNg+VP4Wt4hQ/gb1gnEW2ajmVpPHNmj8/MTpylTBvP+7u2vlF78PDR5uP6k6fPnr/Y2n55rmWuKJxRmUp1GRMNKRNwZphJ4TJTQHicwkU8/lTlL65AaSbFdzPNIOJkKNiAUWJsqL/VDcdgivCKWMiQk35x3S9aX468sizr96be+Ue+Tfa3Gl7bmxledfyF00ALO+1vb3TDRNKcgzA0JVoHvpeZqCDKMJqCZcs1ZISOyRAC6wrCQUfFTGGJHRtJ8EAq+wqDZ9HbFQXhWk95bJGcmJG+m6uC9+WC3AzeRwUTWW5A0DnRIE+xkbhqF06YAmrSqXUIVcz+K6Yjogg1tqlLLLEitl9LOgrDxj/mkcpLmcWoaUFyI+2fEJcoJSfazaRm1TSYGLqUpHS1IgEq1Wxiup1ZDQqylNAbvBMKmFDJORFJEVaVnKhxGfjR/CuQ9g6kZOoq4MBjUDhj1OQKIhwKmQBuNvw9XJTH1VF3uPWIZKDdATPLPG+L8EOSfJUGyuAgKpy6g62FMQyZmAlfUJT/yfEK+7xmVpcoMsFOcKO0V3WUgku43QOTJ9Dz2ofAS3cBATdPjSLYjBgdW2HJrdMqa+42G/t7O81gqkdsYHq+rb6OrM6deabV9Fx/b9c+uNXC+P7iRmcVvoysbNbCgKRsKHrU3m9QLjZwbbAzYYkZ9TrtQ8pdbOdcaXAxEXQkVW8C2kS4aByUx4vmgR3f7dbVndKp21Xz7y7WqnPeafv77c63g8bJx8XSbaLX6A1qIh910Qn6jE7RGaLoJ/qFfqM/tc1au3ZY686h62uLmldoyWon/wD/zWnL</latexit>

u1u2

Figure 5.1: The unitary is decomposed into elementary quantum gates comprising of
CNOTs, controlled-Z rotations, controlled-Y rotations, controlled-phase gates. We
labelled u1, u2, v1, and v2 to represent the segments according to Eq. (5.7). The
multiplexor is made up of diagonal cosine and sine terms (see Eq. (5.9)).

U ≡

��������

g11 g12

g21 g22

��������

=

��������

u1

u2

��������

��������

c −s

s c

��������

��������

v1

v2

��������

. (5.7)

where
g11 = u1cv1; g12 = −u1sv2;

g21 = u2sv1; g22 = u2cv2.
(5.8)

Here and elsewhere, spaces in matrices are square matrices consisting of all zero

entries of the appropriate dimensions.
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The middle term

��������

c −s

s c

��������

in Equation (5.7) is what gives the cosine-sine decom-

position its name as it constitutes square matrices with diagonal cosine and sine terms

as follows,

c ≡

����������������

cos ✓1

cos ✓2

�

cos ✓2n−1

����������������

; s ≡

����������������

sin ✓1

sin ✓2

�

sin ✓2n−1

����������������

. (5.9)

This middle term is also known as a multiplexor gate [65]. A multiplexor gate is one

which allows ‘if-else’ conditions. An example of a multiplexor gate is the CNOT gate.

If the control qubit is �0�, nothing happens to the target qubit. If the control qubit is

�1�, then the state of the target qubit is flipped from �0� to �1� or vice versa.

The simplest of the cosine-sine multiplexor gate contains two angles ✓1 and ✓2

where a Pauli Y -rotation with angle ✓1 is applied to the first qubit (target qubit) if

the second qubit (control qubit) is �0� and a Y -rotation with angle ✓2 is applied to

the first qubit if the second qubit is �1�, i.e.

��������

c −s

s c

��������

�q0� �q1� =

�����������

(Ry(✓1)⊗ I) �q0� �q1� , if �q1� = �0�

(Ry(✓2)⊗ I) �q0� �q1� , if �q1� = �1� .
(5.10)

To further simplify the matrices

��������

u1

u2

��������

and

��������

v1

v2

��������

in Equation (5.7), we use

the matrix identity [71]

��������

↵

�

��������

=

��������

I

I

��������

��������

I

↵

��������

��������

I

I

��������

��������

I

�

��������

, (5.11)
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with ↵,� ∈ U(2n−1) and I is a 2n−1 × 2n−1 identity matrix. Furthermore,

��������

I

I

��������

≡ X ⊗ I (5.12)

with X being NOT gate. The matrix

��������

I

↵

��������

is a controlled-↵ gate where ↵ is unitary.

The left and right matrices

��������

u1

u2

��������

and

��������

v1

v2

��������

are simplified by repeatedly

applying singular value decomposition to u1, u2, v1, v2 until U(2) is achieved. Once

the single qubit U(2) matrices are obtained, they can be decomposed into either

ZY Z (or ZXZ) rotations with some angles �,�, ✓,� [44]

U(2) = e i�RZ(�)RY (✓)RZ(�). (5.13)

The circuit depth of the cosine-sine decoposition method for a 2n × 2n unitary

operator generally scales as

[7(4n−1) + 5(
n−2
�
i=0
4i)]. (5.14)

As a proof of concept, we aim to apply this methodology to decompose a 4 × 4

unitary operator that consists of two quantum memory states. The decomposition is

illustrated in Fig. 5.2.

The algorithms for the construction and decomposition of the the unitary op-

erator has been made available on GitHub at https://github.com/matthew0021/

unitary-construction-and-decomposition.

The illustration for a unitary operator acting on ��j� �0� (or equivalently �&x−L∶0� �0�

is given in Fig. 5.2(a). ��j� forms the memory register and �0� is the output register.
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In the circuit representation, if ��j� �0� forms a system of two qubits, the memory

qubit functions as the control qubit while new blank ancillary qubits �0� are used for

every unitary operation. The circuit representation is depicted in Fig. 5.2(b). Lastly,

Fig. 5.2(c) shows how a two-qubit unitary operator is decomposed into a series of

controlled-rotations, multiplexors, and single qubit gates.

5.4 �-similarity of quantum memory states

Fidelity is used as a measure of similarity between two quantum memory states �&x−L∶0�

and �&x ′−L∶0�. It is defined as � �&x−L∶0 �&x ′−L∶0� �. If the fidelity is 1, it implies that the two

quantum memory states are identical; if it is zero, then the two quantum memory

states are fully orthogonal.

The reason for having a �-tolerance is because a stochastic process of finite length

N incurs imperfect probability amplitudes. These probability amplitudes will tend

towards the exact probability amplitudes with increasing amounts of N. Since the

quantum memory states have real and positive probability amplitudes, the absolute

sign is not necessary. The fidelity defines the following equivalence relation

�&x−L∶0� ∼ �&x ′−L∶0� ⇐⇒ � �&x−L∶0 �&x ′−L∶0� � ≥ 1 − �. (5.15)

We solve for the inner products �&x−L∶0 �&x ′−L∶0� to observe how fidelity scales with N.

�&x−L∶0 �&x ′−L∶0� = �&x−L∶0 �U
†U �&x ′−L∶0�

= �
x0∈A

�
P̃ (x0�x−L∶0)P̃ (x0�x ′−L∶0) �&x−L+1∶1 �&x ′−L+1∶1� .

(5.16)

Iteratively applying Eq. (5.16), we obtain

�&x−L∶0 �&x ′−L∶0� =�
x0∶L

�
P̃ (x0∶L�x−L∶0)P̃ (x0∶L�x ′−L∶0). (5.17)
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As the inferred probability distributions are imperfect distributions, we can use the

same approach as Eq. (4.17) to work out how a perturbation affects exact probabilities

to give the imperfect probabilities. We let P̃ = P +�P where P is the exact distribution,

and �P is some relative perturbation to the exact distribution. The square-root of

two perturbed distributions P̃ and Q̃ can be simplified as,

�
P̃ Q̃ =

�
(P +�P )(Q +�Q)

=
√
PQ + P�Q +Q�P +�P�Q

=
√
PQ �1 + 1

2
��P
P
+ �Q
Q
+ �P�Q
PQ

� + ...�

≈
√
PQ +

√
PQ

2
��P
P
+ �Q
Q
�

(5.18)

to first order of �. Substituting P̃ (x0∶L�x−L∶0) and P̃ (x0∶L�x ′−L∶0) in place of P̃ and Q̃

respectively, we have

�&x−L∶0 �&x ′−L∶0� ≈�
x0∶L

�
P (x0∶L�x−L∶0)P (x0∶L�x ′−L∶0)+

�
P (x0∶L�x−L∶0)P (x0∶L�x ′−L∶0)

2
��P (x0∶L�x−L∶0)
P (x0∶L�x−L∶0)

+
�P (x0∶L�x ′−L∶0)
P (x0∶L�x ′−L∶0)

�

= �&x−L∶0 �&x ′−L∶0�exact +� �&x−L∶0 �&x ′−L∶0� .

(5.19)

This results in the error

� �&x−L∶0 �&x ′−L∶0� =

�
x0∶L

�
P (x0∶L�x−L∶0)P (x0∶L�x ′−L∶0)

2
��P (x0∶L�x−L∶0)
P (x0∶L�x−L∶0)

+
�P (x0∶L�x ′−L∶0)
P (x0∶L�x ′−L∶0)

� .
(5.20)

For a randomly selected L-length word x−L∶0, it is either x−L∶0 or not. Thus,

P (x0∶L�x−L∶0) is said to follow a binomial distribution that can be approximated to

a normal distribution if the stochastic process is of large length N. The standard
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deviation of P (x0∶L�x−L∶0) is hence

�P (x0∶L�x−L∶0) =
�
P (x0∶L�x−L∶0)(1 − P (x0∶L�x−L∶0)). (5.21)

We use the standard error of the mean to estimate the error of the mean value of

P (x0∶L�x−L∶0). This gives �P̄ (x0∶L�x−L∶0) =
�
P (x0∶L�x−L∶0)(1−P (x0∶L�x−L∶0))

N .

The magnitude of error ��P (x0∶L�x−L∶0)� can be approximated as ��P̄ (x0∶L�x−L∶0)� to

relate the existence of �P (x0∶L�x−L∶0) to finite N,

��P (x0∶L�x−L∶0)� ≈ ��P̄ (x0∶L�x−L∶0)�

≈
�
P (x0∶L�x−L∶0)(1 − P (x0∶L�x−L∶0))

N
.

(5.22)

The conditional probabilities ∑x0∶L P (x0∶L�x−L∶0) = 1. Assuming that all the condi-

tional probabilities have equal probability of occurrence, we can use the approximation

that P (x0∶L�x−L∶0) ≈ 1
�A�L . By keeping that L fixed, we observe that �� �&x−L∶0 �&x ′−L∶0��

scales proportionally to 1√
N
. This means that the error to the fidelity �� �&x−L∶0 �&x ′−L∶0��

is directly related to length of the stochastic process, N. In this work, we set the

measure of statistical similarity to have a �-tolerance of � = 1
2
√
N
. The factor of 2

gives a more stringent criteria for merging quantum memory states.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Unitary quantum models operate with a memory qubit ��j� and an
ancillary blank qubit �0� that will undergo unitary operation to produce ���(x,j)� and
�x�. (b) In the quantum circuit picture, q0 functions as the memory (control) qubit
that acts on target ancillary blank qubits q1, q2, q3, and so on. (c) Each unitary in
(b) is decomposed in a series of rotations, CNOTs, NOT gates, and the multiplexor
gate.
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CHAPTER 6

Quantum Error Mitigation

Feeling insignificant because the universe is large has exactly
the same logic as feeling inadequate for not being a cow.

— David Deutsch

Armed with the Quantum Inference Protocol in Chapter 4 and the unitary construction

and decomposition in Chapter 5, we now have the necessary tools to simulate the

inferred phaseless unitary quantum models of stochastic processes on a quantum

computer. Thus far, previous work has focused mainly on the aspect of searching

for and improving existing quantum causal models with the lowest memory require-

ments. Quantum causal models have also been experimentally demonstrated in

proof-of-principle spatially tailored optical quantum processors [72–74]. With quan-

tum computing gaining ever increasing attention alongside the availability of open

source cloud quantum computing [75–78], there is greater opportunity to simulate

quantum causal models on quantum computers.
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However, challenges remain. The existing platforms for quantum computing are

Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) devices [26], implying that any measure-

ment outcome will be heavily influenced by noise. Traditionally, error correction codes

are used to suppress noise for reliability [29–32], but typically demand large number of

qubits, sacrificing feasibility and practicality for accuracy. Error mitigation techniques

were introduced [33–40] as an alternate method to quantum error correction for noise

suppression. Error mitigation techniques typically require far less qubits than error

correction codes with more focus on post-processing measurement results on classical

computers, thereby making them more practical and appealing.

In this Chapter, we aim to implement a two-qubit phaseless unitary quantum

model enhanced with the error mitigation method known as the probabilistic error

cancellation method [33, 37, 79] to reduce the effects of noise [41]. The platform of

choice is the IBM Quantum Experience. We conduct the simulation on local hardware

due to the immense computational resource demand for a system of two qubits on the

real quantum backend. As such, a noise model is first extracted from ibmq_toronto,

one of the IBM Quantum Falcon processors, before performing the simulation on local

hardware. Our numerical results demonstrates success in achieving more accurate

results than without error mitigation, which can be easily quantified with any distance

measure such as fidelity. We also investigate the use of limited number of shots in

gate set tomography (which makes up the pre-experimental portion) and its effect on

eventual simulation accuracy. This work serves as the ideal stepping stone for future

quantum modelling obtained with error mitigation on NISQ devices.

6.1 Methodology for error mitigation

The workflow for the probabilistic error cancellation method consists of four key steps

illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The Pauli transfer matrix notation is used for the probabilistic
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COMPUTE 
QUASIPROBABILITY 
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RESULTS

Figure 6.1: The general workflow for the error mitigation method comprises of 4
main steps.

error cancellation method and is covered in Chapter 2.2.5.

6.1.1 Gate set tomography.

Gate set tomography [80] is performed to obtain the statistics of noise for state

preparations, measurement outcomes, and operations. It comprises of three steps.

(1) Initialise a circuit with one of four linearly independent initial states

⇢̄k ∈ { � 0� �0 � , � 1� �1 � , � +� �+ � , � y+� �y+ � } . (6.1)

�+� ≡ H �0� is the eigenstate of the Pauli operator �x and �y+� ≡ SH �0� is the

eigenstate of the Pauli operator �y , both with eigenvalue 1. H is the Hadamard

gate while S is a
√
Z gate. Let ⇢̄k=1 = �0� �0�, ⇢̄k=2 = �1� �1�, ⇢̄k=3 = �+� �+�, and

⇢̄k=4 = �y+� �y+�.

(2) Insert the operator(s) Ō(l) that make up the circuit. We label each operator

with superscript (l). If there is only one operator, then the superscripts may be

dropped. Replace Ō(l) with B̄i when necessary. Here, Ō(l) are operators that

make up the circuit and B̄i are the basis operations used to encode the inverse

noise.

(3) Measure the expectation values for four linearly independent observables of

the Pauli operators M̄j ∈ { I,�x ,�y ,�z } for each quantum circuit. Specifically
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this means measuring the expectation values for �M̄j=1� = �I�, �M̄j=2� = ��x�,

�M̄j=3� = ��y �, and �M̄j=4� = ��z�.

A system of n qubits demands 4n initial states requires

⇢̄⊗nk ∈ { � 0� �0 � , � 1� �1 � , � +� �+ � , � y+� �y+ � }
⊗n (6.2)

and 4n measurement bases

M̄⊗nj ∈ { I,�x ,�y ,�z }
⊗n . (6.3)

6.1.2 Quasiprobability decomposition.

The noise profile for the initial states and measurement bases (without operators)

can be obtained when step (2) is omitted. This “empty" circuit gives a 2n by 2n Gram

matrix g with elements

gj,k = tr(M̄j ⇢̄k). (6.4)

The noise profile for the operators can be found by first computing Õ(l) that has

elements

Õ(l)j,k = tr(M̄jŌ(l)⇢̄k) (6.5)

before computing

Ô(l) = Ag−1Õ(l)A−1 (6.6)

using an invertible matrix A =

����������������

1 1 1 1

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

1 −1 0 0

����������������

that are the Pauli operators basis sorted

as I,�x ,�y ,�z which the authors of Ref. [37] recommend using to assume error-

free state preparation. Finally, the inverse noise (N (l))−1 of each operator can be
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calculated,

�N (l)�−1 = O(l),exact �Ô(l)�−1 . (6.7)

O(l),exact is the exact Pauli transfer matrix representation of the operator(s) which

can be found using Eq. (2.14). For small amounts of noise, (N (l))−1 ≈ I.

Knowledge of the inverse noise (N (l))−1 is crucial, as N (l) indicates the noise Ō(l)

incurs. With the inverse noise, one can now find ways to implement (N (l))−1 after

every Ō(l), thereby effectively removing the noise from Ō(l). In the probabilistic error

cancellation method, (N (l))−1 is encoded into a set of basis operations {B̂i}. Each

B̂i is then applied after Ō(l), essentially removing the noise. Each B̂i is obtained in a

similar method by replacing operations Ō(l) with B̄i in the three steps and perform

the same computation in Eq. (6.6).

We employ basis operations from Ref. [81] which consists of deterministic opera-

tions and is applicable for any noise model. There are 13 basis operations for a single

qubit system, and 132 + 72 = 241 basis operations for a system of two qubits. The

132 = 169 basis operations are straightforwardly found with tensor products of the

13 basis operations while the remaining 72 basis operations are made up of CNOTs,

controlled-phase, controlled-Hadamards, CNOTs with eigenstates of the Hadamard

gate, SWAP, and iSWAP gates. The 241 basis operations are listed in Tables 6.1

and 6.2.

There are other sets of basis operations available such as the one recommended in

Ref. [37] but their use requires post-selection. Post-selection increases the difficulty

of implementing basis operations as there needs to be a conditional statement–even

before post-processing of Monte Carlo results–that accepts the measurement results

when some condition is met, or reject otherwise. One could choose a more general

class of basis operations that includes a continuous set of noisy implementable

operations [81–85], which could reduce the sampling cost characterised in Eq. (6.12).
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This detailed investigation on extended basis operations is left for future work.

The inverse noise is encoded into a set of basis operations {B̂i} with a quasiprob-

ability decomposition:

�N (l)�−1 =�
i

qO(l),i B̂i (6.8)

Letting �⇢̂k� = A●,k and �Q̂j � = (gA−1)j,●, whereM●,k is the k th column of matrixM and

Mj,● is the j th row of matrix M. Quasiprobabilities of initial states and measurement

bases are found as

�⇢exact� =�
k

q⇢,k �⇢̂k� (6.9)

where ⇢exact = �0� �0�,

�Mexact� =�
j

qM,j�M̂j � (6.10)

where Mexact is a Z-basis measurement.

Table 6.1: The 13 CPTP maps listed here are quantum channels that can be used
for basis operations. id represents the identity channel while P�⋅� signifies a state
preparation channel that prepares the state �⋅�.

B̄1 id B̄8 SHS†

B̄2 X B̄9 H
B̄3 Y B̄10 H†S†HSH
B̄4 Z B̄11 P�+�
B̄5 H†S†H B̄12 P�y+�
B̄6 SHS†H†S† B̄13 P�0�
B̄7 S†
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Table 6.2: A system of n = 2 qubits requires 241 basis operations. The first 169 can
be obtained by taking the tensor product of the 13 basis operations listed in Table
6.1 while the remaining 72 basis operations are listed here. Here, we let K = S ○H.

B̄170to178 CX + conjugation with K1,2,K†
1,2

B̄179to187 X1 ○ CX ○X1 + conjugation with K1,2,K†
1,2

B̄188to196 CS + conjugation with K1,2,K†
1,2

B̄197to205 CH + conjugation with K1,2,K†
1,2

B̄206to178 CHX + conjugation with K1,2,K†
1,2

B̄215to223 CX ○H1 + conjugation with K1,2,K†
1,2

B̄224to226 Sswap + conjugation with K2,K†
2

B̄227to232 iSswap + conjugation with K1,2,K†
2

B̄233to241 Sswap ○H1 + conjugation with K1,2,K†
1,2

As a follow up to Table 6.2, “U + conjugation with K1,2,K†
1,2" means:

K1 ⊗K2 ○U ○K†
1 ⊗K

†
2

K1 ⊗K†
2 ○U ○K†

1 ⊗K2

K1 ⊗id ○U ○K†
1 ⊗id

K†
1 ⊗K2 ○U ○K1 ⊗K†

2

K†
1 ⊗K

†
2 ○U ○K1 ⊗K2

K†
1 ⊗id ○U ○K1 ⊗id

id ⊗K2 ○U ○id ⊗K†
2

id ⊗K†
2 ○U ○id ⊗K2

id ⊗id ○U ○id ⊗id

(6.11)

6.1.3 Monte Carlo simulation.

For implementation using a Monte Carlo simulation, we compute the cumulative

distribution functions of qO(l),i , q⇢,k , and qM,j , also finding the following values in the
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q1

q0

U

Unitary model - with error mitigation - 1 time step

Bi

Figure 6.2: Initialise each Monte Carlo run with state ⇢̄k = �q0q1� �q0q1�, apply
operation Ō(l) (in this case it is the unitary operator U), apply basis operation B̂i ,
and measure in basis M̄j . Let the measured outcome be µ.

process which are indicative of the sampling cost,

CO(l) =�
i

�qO(l),i �; C⇢ =�
k

�q⇢,k �; CM =�
j

�qM,j �. (6.12)

Given these probabilities

P (q⇢,k) =
�q⇢,k �
C⇢
; P (qBi ) =

�qO(l),i �
CO(l),i

; P (qM) =
�qM,j �
CM
, (6.13)

initialise one instance of a quantum circuit for one Monte Carlo run. The circuit

is initialised in state ⇢̄k with some probability P (q⇢,k), operation Ō(l) applied, some

basis operation B̂i chosen with probability P (qBi ), then measured in basis M̄j with

probability P (qM). Each Monte Carlo run gives a measurement outcome x ∈ {0,1}.

In our simulation, we replace Ō(l) with the unitary operator for the unitary quantum

models and the circuit is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.

6.1.4 Post-processing results.

With NMC Monte Carlo runs giving NMC measurement outcomes, one first assigns a

sign to each measurement outcome associated with each Monte Carlo circuit. The
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sign is found by

sgn = sign�q⇢,k[�
l

qO(l)]qM,j�

= sign (q⇢,k[qO(1)qO(2)...qO(l)]qM,j) .
(6.14)

Then, one can compute the estimated error mitigated expectation values as

PQEM(x = 0) = C �
No. of x = 0�sgn = +1

NMC
− No. of x = 0�sgn = −1

NMC
�

PQEM(x = 1) = C �
No. of x = 1�sgn = +1

NMC
− No. of x = 1�sgn = −1

NMC
�

(6.15)

where
C = [C⇢�

l

CO(l)CM]

= C⇢[CO(1)CO(2)...CO(l)]CM.
(6.16)

The same methodology can be extended to multi-steps. For instance, the 2-step

estimated error mitigated expectation values are given by

PQEM(x (t=1) = 0, x (t=2) = 0)

= C �No. of x (t=1)x (t=2) = 00�sgn = +1
NMC

− No. of x (t=1)x (t=2) = 00�sgn = −1
NMC

�

PQEM(x (t=1) = 0, x (t=2) = 1)

= C �No. of x (t=1)x (t=2) = 01�sgn = +1
NMC

− No. of x (t=1)x (t=2) = 01�sgn = −1
NMC

�

PQEM(x (t=1) = 1, x (t=2) = 0)

= C �No. of x (t=1)x (t=2) = 10�sgn = +1
NMC

− No. of x (t=1)x (t=2) = 10�sgn = −1
NMC

�

PQEM(x (t=1) = 1, x (t=2) = 1)

= C �No. of x (t=1)x (t=2) = 11�sgn = +1
NMC

− No. of x (t=1)x (t=2) = 11�sgn = −1
NMC

� .

(6.17)

Superscripts (t) indicate the index of the multi-step distribution. With Eq. (6.15)

and (6.17), one can easily extrapolate to find further multi-step error mitigated
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distributions (t ≥ 3). Expectation values from the Monte Carlo simulation incurs a

standard deviation of �MC = C√
NMC

. Hence, the Monte Carlo simulation is repeated

many times until the standard deviation �MC = C√
NMC

is within an acceptable value.
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6.2 Results
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Figure 6.3: The perturbed coin "-machine is used as a generator to generate a
stochastic process with parameter p = 0.2. After using the Quantum Inference
Protocol to generate quantum memory states, the unitary operator can be constructed
and decomposed. The statistical distribution of outputs can then be obtained with
and without error mitigation to compare the efficacy of error mitigation.

We are now equipped with the tools to simulate a stochastic process with the

inferred quantum causal model on a quantum device and carry out predictive capabili-

ties. Noise from NISQ devices tend to skew the output distribution of the futures

away from the exact distribution. As such, we enhance the inferred quantum causal

model with the probabilistic error cancellation method as part of error mitigation.

This will enable the inferred quantum causal model to produce an output distribution

that is closer to the exact distribution.

We demonstrate this with the perturbed coin process as its unifilar and Markovian

nature greatly simplifies the methodology; phaseless quantum memory states can be

constructed with L ≥ 1 accompanied with a decent-length stochastic process such

as N ≥ O(104). The workflow is depicted in Fig. 6.3. First, the "-machine for the

perturbed coin is tuned some value of p (0 < p < 1, p ≠ 0.5) and a single shot of

stochastic process of length N ≥ O(104) is generated. Next, the Quantum Inference
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Protocol takes the stochastic process as the input. With L ≥ 1, it generates a set

of phaseless quantum memory states which undergo merging if states their fidelity

is within a �-tolerance with � = 1
2
√
N
, see Eq. (5.1). The merged quantum memory

states allow the unitary operator to be constructed and decomposed into elementary

quantum gates. Then, gate set tomography is performed for 16 initial states, 16

measurement bases, the unitary operator, and 241 basis operations. The inverse

noise of the unitary is obtained and the Monte Carlo method is carried out to obtain

NMC samples. Lastly, the Monte Carlo results are post-processed to give the error

mitigated estimated expectation values of the outcomes. The error mitigated results

will be compared against the non-error mitigated (noisy) results.

We stress again that all results are based on simulation performed on local

hardware due to the immense computational resource demand for a system of two

qubits on the actual quantum device. The noise model used for our simulation is

from ibmq_toronto.

6.2.1 Multi-step error mitigation

Multi-step output results from the Monte Carlo simulation are post-processed to form

a statistical distribution. The statistical distribution will approach a valid probability

distribution with all elements in the distribution being real and positive, bounded

between 0 and 1, as NMC increases.

The results in Fig. 6.4 are valid probability distributions based on NMC = 107

Monte Carlo runs, each run resulting in one measurement outcome. An identical

number of samples (Nnoisy = 107) for the noisy non-error mitigated quantum model

was obtained on the simulator as well. From the plots in Fig. 6.4, it is evident that

error mitigation improves the statistical distribution of the outcomes for both 1 and 2

time steps of unitary operation. If the statistical distribution forms a valid probability
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4: The multi-step joint statistical distributions for (a) 1 time step of unitary
operation with outputs given by xoutput ≡ x (t=1) ∈ {0,1} and (b) 2 time steps of unitary
operator with outputs given by xoutputs ≡ x (t=1)x (t=2) ∈ {00,01,10,11}, all of which
are obtained with NMC = 107 samples.

distribution, one has the freedom to choose any choice of probability distance measure

to quantify the closeness of two distributions. We use the fidelity measure in Fig. 6.4

to exemplify the effectiveness of error mitigation method.

The Monte Carlo sampling produces a normal distribution for each outcome

(i.e. x(t=1) ∈ {0,1}, x(t=2) ∈ {00,01,10,11}, and larger t). These distributions

have standard deviation �MC = C√
NMC

where C is given in Eq. (6.16) and indicates the

sampling cost. For multi-step unitary operation, the standard deviation is compounded
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each time the unitary operation is carried out.

�(t)MC =
Ct√
NMC
. (6.18)

In the example, C ≈ 20 and the corresponding standard deviation for a single time

step output x (t=1) is �(t=1)MC ≈ 20�
√
107 = 0.0063, two time steps outputs x (t=1)x (t=2)

is �(t=2)MC ≈ (20)2�
√
107 = 0.1265, and three time steps outputs x (t=1)x (t=2)x (t=3) is

�(t=3)MC ≈ (20)3�
√
107 = 2.5298. This simple calculation implies that 3 time steps of

unitary operation is highly likely to produce a statistical distribution that is an invalid

probability distribution.

Tracing back the origins of the factor C, it is observed that C is highly dependent

on the amount of noise in the quantum device and will not be within any immediate

control. As quantum technologies and hardware improves with time, C is expected

to decrease, allowing for a more feasible error mitigation for multi-step outputs with

less NMC.

In fact, the factor C is also dependent on the number of shots used in gate

set tomography (GST), denoted as NGST. Should NGST be small, the inverse noise

(N (l))−1 incur errors that trickle down to the quasiprobability decomposition of

basis operations. These basis operations are also not spared from any errors arising

from small NGST. As such, these errors will compound and affect C. We derive an

approximate scaling for errors in (N (l))−1 and C with respect to NGST in Section

6.2.4. The NGST used in our example is NGST = 8192 and it follows the maximal limit

of the IBM Quantum backend ibmq_toronto to allow for more realistic simulation.

In addition, since the fidelity was used to quantify the distances between the error

mitigated distribution and noisy distribution, we show how this scales with C and

NMC in Section 6.2.5.
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6.2.2 Individual-step error mitigation

Post-processing the Monte Carlo results for individual-step error mitigation is possible

as well, as illustrated in Fig. 6.5. Depending on the size of C, a smaller sample size

would be sufficient to obtain decent statistics on the individual outputs as the standard

deviation is not compounded for individual-step outputs. With C ≈ 20, NMC ≥ 106 is

required to have �MC ≤ 0.02.

However, the disadvantage of post-processing individual-step outputs is that multi-

step joint distributions would be close to impossible to reconstruct. This is because

any correlation between individual outputs are lost when these individual outputs are

processed. The multi-step joint distribution cannot be recovered unless the input

stochastic process is a fully random process – only then will the following relation

hold,

P (x0∶K) = P (x0)P (x1)P (x2)...P (xK−1), (6.19)

where x0∶K is the future outputs from K unitary operations.

Nonetheless, with NMC = 107 at hand, we split the full NMC = 107 dataset into 103

chunks with each chunk having NMC,chunk = 104 samples. Splitting the full dataset

into chunks simulates running Monte Carlo simulations in chunks and analysing each

chunk individually. For each chunk, the individual error mitigated expectation value

PQEM(x = 1) is computed before the collection of expectation values for PQEM(x = 1)’s

is plotted in a histogram. The histogram depicts the frequency of occurrence of each

chunk’s PQEM(x = 1). The standard deviation of the histogram is expected to be

�MC,chunk ≈ 20√
104
= 0.2.

In Fig. 6.5, the histograms illustrate how PQEM(x (t) = 1) is distributed for up to

t = 3. The mean is observed to be closer to the exact analytical value than the

noisy value Pnoisy(x (t) = 1), demonstrating the success of error mitigation method.
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CHAPTER 6 6.2. RESULTS

(a)

(b)
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Figure 6.5: Distribution for the expectation values for PQEM(x (t) = 1) i.e. for
outcome x = 1 for (a) t=1 time step of unitary operation, (b) t=2 time steps of
unitary operations, and (c) t=3 time steps of unitary operations. All figures had error
mitigation carried out (blue histogram) and the results for the output 1 are compared
against the ideal quantum simulator without noise (black) and quantum simulator
with noise (green). The histograms are constructed with 103 chunks, each chunk
having NMC,chunk = 104 samples.
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However, since �MC,chunk ≈ 0.2, the spread is evidently large.

6.2.3 Memory costs

Thus far, we have seen that error mitigation is successful in reducing the effects

of noise in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5. This begs the question: at what cost can they be

considered successful? Entropic measures of memory carry the greatest operational

meaning in the context of simultaneous simulation. This represents the average

memory needed to simulate each instance of a stochastic process multiple times to

build a statistical distribution of futures. In this context, we define the cumulative

memory cost as the total memory that an arbitrary causal model requires to build a

statistical distribution of futures using Nmodel samples where Nmodel � 1.

The "-machine for the perturbed coin process has Cµ = 1 at 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 and Cµ = 0

at p = 0.5. On the other hand, unitary quantum models have quantum statistical

memory Cq that is equal to that in Eq. 3.18. It is continuous in the range 0 ≤ p ≤ 1.

For convenience,

Cq = − �
1

2
+
�
p(1 − p)� log2 �

1

2
+
�
p(1 − p)�

− �1
2
−
�
p(1 − p)� log2 �

1

2
−
�
p(1 − p)� .

For instance at p = 0.2, the "-machine for the perturbed coin process requires Cµ = 1

bit of memory while unitary quantum models require Cq = 0.4690 bits of memory.

In a perfect noiseless scenario, the cumulative memory cost of unitary quantum

models would be less than that of the "-machine. Setting the standard deviation

of the output statistical distribution to be � = 0.02, N"-machine = 2500 samples are

needed, and the cumulative memory cost is 2500 bits. Analogously, Nq-models = 2500

samples are needed for unitary quantum models as well, but its cumulative memory

cost is 2500×0.4690 = 1172.5 bits. This illustrates the clear advantage in cumulative
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Figure 6.6: The perturbed coin has the following Cµ and Cq for 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Cµ is
discontinuous only at p = 0.5 as the "-machine at p = 0.5 is essentially a random
process that requires only a single causal state. The region where 0.4688 ≤ p ≤ 0.5134
(p ≠ 0.5) denotes the region where the cumulative memory cost for the quantum
models require outdoes the memory cost for the "-machine when error mitigation
methods are taken into account.

memory that unitary quantum models have over "-machines in the noiseless scenario.

However, simulating quantum models on NISQ devices requires error mitigation

which incur some standard deviation �MC. For error mitigated quantum models to

have a standard deviation of �MC = 0.02 as well, NMC = � C�MC
�2 = � 200.02�

2 = 106 samples

would be needed. The corresponding cumulative memory cost for error mitigated

quantum models would be 106 × 0.4690 = 469000 bits, far exceeding that of the

"-machines, putting error mitigated quantum models at a clear disadvantage.

Observing that the p-value indirectly controls the degree of non-orthogonality

between quantum memory states (which in turn impacts Cq), we ask, given the

current climate of quantum computing on NISQ devices, how much non-orthogonality

between quantum states is required before the cumulative memory cost of error

mitigated models matches and outperforms the "-machine? In other words, what

p-values give rise to error mitigated quantum models having a cumulative memory
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advantage over "-machines? We solve the following inequality to find Cq.

NMC ×Cq ≤ N"-machine ×Cµ

106 ×Cq ≤ 2500 ×Cµ

Cq ≤ 0.0025 bits.

(6.20)

The corresponding p-values for which this Cq ≤ 0.0025 is 0.4866 ≤ p ≤ 0.5134,

p ≠ 0.5. This region is demarcated with two vertical dotted lines in Fig. 6.6. We

expect the range of p-values to increase as quantum hardware improves, decreasing

the value of C and in turn reducing NMC needed for the cumulative memory advantage.

6.2.4 Scaling for finite number of GST shots

Effect of finite NGST-shots for gate set tomography. Finite NGST shots for gate

set tomography affects a few variables that contribute to the overall accuracy of the

error mitigation. These variables will be written as a sum of the exact value and a

fixed perturbation term � with scaling parameter ✏ to denote the strength of the

perturbation.

(1) Gram matrix g: Let gNGST be the Gram matrix with NGST shots. Thus, gNGST =

g + ✏�g.

(2) Õ(l): Let Õ(l)NGST
= Õ(l) + ✏�Õ(l).

(3) Basis operations B̃i . Let B̃iNGST
= B̃i + ✏�B̃(l)i .

Our goal is to provide intuition of how the effects of finite NGST shots in the pre-

experimental portion cascade down to the cost of error mitigation. We begin with

Ô(l) = Ag−1Õ(l)A−1. (6.21)
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For Ô(l) being affected by NGST, we have

Ô(l)NGST
= Ag−1NGST

Õ(l)NGST
A−1

= A (g + ✏�g)−1 �Õ(l) + ✏�Õ(l)�A−1

= A �g−1 − g−1✏�gg−1� �Õ(l) + ✏�Õ(l)�A−1

= Ag−1Õ(l)A−1 +Ag−1✏�Õ(l)A−1 −Ag−1✏�gg−1Õ(l)A−1 +O(✏2).

(6.22)

This gives

Ô(l) = Ag−1Õ(l)A−1

✏�Ô(l) = ✏ �Ag−1�Õ(l)A−1 −Ag−1�gg−1Õ(l)A−1� +O(✏2).
(6.23)

From this, we get �✏�Ô(l)� ∼ ✏ ���Õ(l)� + ��g�� up to the first order of ✏, where

� ⋅ � is the operator norm. The error to ✏�Ô(l) has contributions from ✏�Õ(l) and

✏�g. More concretely, since the strength of perturbation is largely dominated by how

many NGST shots are performed, we set ✏ = 1 and let � represent the full extent of

perturbation due to NGST shots. The error for basis operations B̂i can similarly be

found by replacing the operators Õ(l) in Eq. (6.22).

The inverse of noise can be found as

�N (l)�−1 = O(l),exact �Ô(l)�−1 , (6.24)

which means that for NGST, the inverse noise �N (l)NGST
�
−1

is

�N (l)NGST
�
−1
= O(l),exact �Ô(l)NGST

�
−1

= O(l),exact ��Ô(l)� +� �Ô(l)��−1

≈ O(l),exact ��Ô(l)�−1 − �Ô(l)�−1�Ô(l) �Ô(l)�−1�

= O(l),exact �Ô(l)�−1 −O(l),exact �Ô(l)�−1�Ô(l) �Ô(l)�−1 .

(6.25)
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This implies ��(N (l))−1� ∼ ��Ô(l)�, and together with (6.23), we get ��(N (l))−1� ∼

��Õ(l)� + ��g�.

Should one print out the values of (N (l))−1 for different values of NGST, one will

notice that the elements of (N (l))−1 will increase with smaller NGST, especially for

the off-diagonal elements. This shows the effects of having finite NGST shots.

We expect the quasiprobabilities in the quasiprobability decomposition from NGST

to fluctuate as well. Hence, we let each quasiprobability with index i to be qO(l),NGST,i
=

qO(l),i +�qO(l),i . To first order of �,

�N (l)GST�
−1
=�
i

qO(l),NGST,i
B̂NGST,i

�N (l) +�N (l)�−1 =�
i

�qO(l),i +�qO(l),i� �B̂i +�B̂i�

��N (l)�−1 − �N (l)�−1�N (l) �N (l)�−1� ≈�
i

qO(l),i B̂i + qO(l),i�B̂i +�qO(l),i B̂i .

(6.26)

The error from �N (l) contributes to qO(l),i by a factor of �B̂i but more importantly

incurs a perturbation �qO(l),i . The fluctuation to CO(l) is hence �CO(l) = ∑i ��qO(l),i �.

Scaling with respect to NGST. We are now in a position to ascertain how

each variable scales with respect to NGST. The matrix g has elements gj,k that are

comprised of measuring an initialised state ⇢k in basis Qj which yields outcomes 0

or 1, allowing it to be represented by a Bernoulli distribution. The argument holds

for Õ(l) (and B̃i) as well, where its matrix has elements Õ(l)j,k are built from outcomes

0 or 1 with some probabilities p or 1 − p. Each matrix element is approximated to

a normal distribution when NGST is large enough, allowing the standard deviation

to be �p =
�
p(1 − p). Invoking the standard error of the mean is used to estimate

the error for the expectation value, �p̄ =
�
p(1−p)
NGST

, ��g�, ��Õ(l)�, and ��B̃i� all scale

as 1√
NGST

. This implies that �� �B̂i�
−1 � ≈ �� (N (l))−1 � ≈ 2√

NGST
. And hence, �qO(l),i
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scales roughly as 2√
NGST

. The eventual error to CO(l) is �CO(l) = ∑i ��qO(l),i �.

6.2.5 Scaling of fidelity

37

Error mitigated 
expectation  
value of 
outcome x 0 1

Exact
ill-defined 
region

ill-defined 
region

Small NMC

Large NMC

Figure 6.7: A simple illustration of how a small number of Monte Carlo samples is
more likely to produce a distribution that crosses into ill-defined regions. The vertical
axis here represents the frequency of obtaining error mitigated expectation value of x .

As the number of Monte Carlo runs NMC is increased, �MC will decrease. The shape

of the resultant distribution of error mitigated expectation values will asymptote

towards a delta function as NMC → ∞. This lowers the chances of which the

distribution crosses into ill-defined regions. (See Fig. 6.7.)

We can choose any quantifier to quantify the distance between the error mitigated

distribution and the exact, such as the fidelity. How would such distance measure

scale with respect to NMC?

Let Pex be the exact distribution and Psim be the distribution obtained through

simulation. Psim denotes the distribution of error mitigated expectation values of the

simulation as well as the noisy simulation that has no error mitigation. The fidelity

between two distributions Pex and Psim is

F (Pex, Psim) =�
i

�
(pex,i)(psim,i). (6.27)
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Suppose Psim can be seen as a distribution that has some perturbation to Pex.

Then we have the following equation to second order of �Pex,

F (Pex, Pex +�Pex) =�
i

�
(pex,i)(pex,i +�pex,i)

=�
i

pex,i

�
1 + �pex,i
pex,i

≈�
i

pex,i

������
1 + 1
2
��pex,i
pex,i

� − 1
8
��pex,i
pex,i

�
2������

=�
i

�pex,i +
1

2
(�pex,i) −

1

8

(�pex,i)2
pex,i

� .

(6.28)

The conservation of probability dictates that ∑i pex,i = psim,i = 1 it can be observed

that ∑i �pex,i = 0. Because fidelity is bounded by 0 ≤ F ≤ 1 [86]. Therefore, Eq. (6.28)

resolves to

F (Pex, Pex +�Pex) =�
i

�pex,i +
1

2
(�pex,i) −

1

8

(�pex,i)2
pex,i

�

= 1 + 0 −�
i

1

8

(�pex,i)2
pex,i

= F (Pex, Pex) −�F

(6.29)

where �F = ∑i 18
(�pex,i)2
pex,i

. For each time step t of unitary operation, the error mitigation

technique’s expectation values for each psim,i occurs with a standard deviation �(t)MC =
Ct√
NNC

. As such, �pi = Ct√
NMC

. Substituting this, we obtain the scaling for �F as

�F =�
i

1

8pex,i
� C

t

√
NMC
�
2

= C
2t

8NMC
�
i

1

pex,i
.

(6.30)

Therefore, the perturbation to the fidelity scales as ∼ C2tNMC
.
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Summary for quantum error mitigation

Error mitigation techniques are able to reduce the effects of noise. This is
illustrated with the perturbed coin process after the unitary is constructed and
decomposed into elementary quantum gates.

The error mitigation technique uses gate set tomography to obtain the inverse
noise profile, then encodes the inverse noise profile into a set of basis operations.
The Monte Carlo simulation is then used to sample and compute expectation
values.

Multi-step error mitigation sees a compounded standard deviation

�t = Ct√
NMC
, (6.31)

for each t time the unitary operator is used to generate the next �x� of the
stochastic process.

Individual-step error mitigation has no compounded standard deviation, i.e.

� = C√
NMC

(6.32)

but any correlated information between the outputs is lost, rendering the
reconstructon of multi-step distribution from individual-steps close to impossible.
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Classifying Elementary Cellular Automata

First, think.
Second, believe.

Third, dream.
And finally, dare.

- Walt Disney

In Chapter 4, we introduced the Quantum Inference Protocol and its purpose in the

grand scheme of modelling stochastic processes with quantum mechanics directly

through inference. We have also seen in Chapter 5 how to construct and decompose

the appropriate unitary operator for a set of given quantum memory states, as well as

how error mitigation can help to improve the fidelity of the expected outcomes when

quantum causal models are simulated with real IBM Quantum Experience backend’s

noise model in Chapter 6. We briefly mentioned that the Quantum Inference Protocol

has the capability to perform a model-independent estimate of the cost required for

the quantum causal model to work, meaning it can infer C̃q from a stochastic process
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without constructing the quantum memory states. This Chapter will demonstrate

how model-independent inference of C̃q can be used to infer the amount of structure

within elementary cellular automata (ECA) in the event where numerical simulations

are paramount to determine the behaviour of ECA. Our work sheds light on a

new classification scheme for ECA that comprises of a hybrid between discrete and

continuous.

7.1 Cellular Automata

A cellular automaton is a simple dynamical system that has the potential to display

rich diversity between order and randomness. Each cell in cellular automata updates

itself deterministically based on its nearest neighbour’s states. There are various

types of cellular automata with the most notable one being the Game of Life. The

Game of Life is based on two dimensions of space and one dimension of time and has

been shown to be capable of generating patterns that eventually lead to a universal

computer [87, 88]. Despite the feature-rich capabilities, scaling down to one dimension

of space poses its challenges in terms of understanding the behaviour of such cellular

automata.

Elementary cellular automata (ECA) operates on of one dimension of space and

one dimension of time. The state of each cell is denoted with a variable y (t)i where t

represents the time index and i represents the spatial index. y is given by a set of

symbols A. In theory, A can contain an infinite number of alphabets and the state of

the cell can be dependent on as many past states stretching arbitrarily far back in

time.

In the case of elementary cellular automata, the automaton is made up of a

one dimensional chain of cells with only two symbols, A ∈ {white,black} ≡ {0,1} ≡

{dead,alive}. Each cell is dependent on its immediate past and immediate past
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Class I Class II Class III Class IVClass I Class II Class III Class IV
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Figure 7.1: (a) Each cell’s state in elementary cellular automata (ECA) is updated by
simple local update rules. These rules are permutations of its past nearest neighbours
cells’ states and its past state. A rule number is determined by converting the
outcomes of states at t from decimal to binary, for example (a) shows ECA Rule
{00011010}binary = {26}decimal. (b) Four qualitative classes of ECA are observed when
the ECA is initialised with random initial conditions.

nearest neighbours. The state of a cell is thus a function of its immediate past and

past nearest neighbours,

F ∶ y (t)i = F(y
(t−1)
i−1 , y

(t−1)
i , y (t−1)i+1 ), (7.1)

yielding 223 = 256 different possible permutations called rules [89–92]. A rule number

is determined by converting the string of possible outcomes from binary into decimal

as illustrated in Fig. 7.1(a).

Symmetries exist among the 256 rules [93]. Mirror imaged symmetries have

update functions

F(y (t−1)i+1 , y
(t−1)
i , y (t−1)i−1 ); (7.2)

inverse symmetries (black on white) symmetries have update functions

F(ȳ (t−1)i−1 , ȳ
(t−1)
i , ȳ (t−1)i+1 ), (7.3)
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where the over-bar represents the inverse (where if yi = 1, ȳi = 0); concurrent mirror

imaged and inverse symmetries have update functions

F(ȳ (t+1)i−1 , ȳ
(t−1)
i , ȳ (t−1)i−1 ). (7.4)

After accounting for rules that exhibit symmetries, 88 independent rules remain. The

88 independent rules evolves ECA (that are initialised with random initial conditions)

to various types of behaviour that were first qualitatively classified into four classes [89,

90, 94] as depicted by Fig. 7.1(b).

Allowing an initial condition to evolve under different rules produces a rich diversity

between order and randomness. Initial observations of how elementary cellular

automata evolved with time led Wolfram to qualitatively classify the rules into four

broad classes:

Class I All cells evolve and eventually arrive at the same state, making Class I rules

trivial.

Class II The ECA shows periodic behaviour; the ECA repeats itself and may have

spatial shifts.

Class III These are known as chaotic rules as the ECA is sensitive to initial conditions

and appears to evolve in a random-like manner.

Class IV Complex structures are formed and are able to interact with each other,

earning the title ‘complex rules’. These structures are termed as gliders.

7.2 Classifying Cellular Automata

Wolfram’s classification scheme was met with a myriad of attempts to classify

ECA such as power spectra [95, 96], Langton parameter [93, 97–100], hierarchical
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classification, topological classification [101–104], among others [105–111]. However,

the boundaries between classes, especially that of Classes III and IV, still lack universal

consensus.

For example, the power spectra of ECA [95] and mean-field clustering [93] agree

that Wolfram’s Class III rules are very similar; the power spectrum analysis of Class III

rules describe Class III as having broad band noise while the mean-field descriptions

place Class III rules as globally chaotic. The place of disagreement is with Class

IV rules. The power spectra analysis shows low frequencies for Class IV rules while

the mean-field description of rules with glider systems (54 and 110) are classified as

globally chaotic.

In another example, it can be easily shown that Rule 62 has extremely long

transients before reaching periodicity, a Class II behaviour. Yet the power spectra of

Rule 62 is similar to that of Class IV rules. In addition, while power spectra is used

in both Ref. [95] and Ref. [96], Ref. [96] reveals that there are 59 spectral classes

whereas Ref. [95] contains only 6 classes.

Also, Ref. [110] features a discrete classification scheme when initialised with a

single black cell, and is able to group ECAs according to the patterns they generate:

trivial, diagonal, fractals. or randomness. This classification scheme can identify

differences between Rule 30 (pseudo-random number generator) and Rule 110 (capable

of universal computation) but since the initial conditions are not i.i.d., the glider

patterns in Rule 54 and kinks in Rule 18 are not visible.

To further emphasise the lack of consensus between classification schemes,

Ref. [108] places rules 30, 22, 18, 122, 54, and 110 in the same class, group-

ing together pseudo random with universal computation capable, which may be

counterintuitive of their relative complexities.

Given the classification dilemma, what would be an appropriate method of classi-

fying the 88 independent rules? There is hardly any dispute between Wolfram’s Class
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I and II rules as they are visually easily to identify. The remaining rules tend to have

more ambiguity. We envision trying to place ambiguous ECAs on a spectrum with

one end being clear Class III rules while the other end having clear Class IV rules.

These two extremes are satisfied with these well-established rules:

Rule 30 It is used for generating pseudo-random numbers in Mathematica [112, 113].

Rule 30 is an iconic example of a chaotic ECA in Class III.

Rule 110 It has been proven to be capable of universal computation as information

can be encoded into ‘gliders’ [114]. Rule 110 is an iconic example of a complex

ECA in Class IV.

There exists ambiguous rules whose illustrative examples include:

Rule 54 This rule exhibits a glider system where gliders are observed to interact.

Rule 54’s glider system has been studied in detail [115–117] but its capacity for

universal computation is unknown.

Rule 18 Initially assigned by Wolfram to Class III, similar to Rule 30, though sub-

sequent studies indicate anomalies within the ECA called kinks (see Fig. 7.2)

that can propagate and annihilate other kinks [118, 119]. This indicates some

level of structure.

Rule 18, featured in Wolfram’s Class III, contains a phenomenon that has been

referred to as ‘kinks’ [118]. Kinks are identified with the presence of two adjacent

black cells in the ECA state, and have been shown capable of undergoing random

walks [119]. Upon meeting, kinks annihilate. A filter can be applied to the dynamics

of Rule 18 by replacing all cells with white cells with the exception of adjacent pairs

of black cells. The movement and interaction of kinks is reminiscent to that of a

glider systems in Rules 54 and 110.
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Figure 7.2: Rule 18 with and without a filter. The filter indicates the location of the
kinks.

Since computational mechanics has been used to quantify structure that a process

contains (see interpretations of statistical complexity in Chapter 3.1), the theme

of this Chapter uses the quantum statistical memory to quantify structure in ECA.

Therefore, we ask the question:

Can the quantum statistical memory offer a new method to

identify and classify complex ECA?

We consolidate our findings on understanding the behaviour of various ambiguous

ECA rules through the lens of quantum computational mechanics, specifically using

the Quantum Inference Protocol.

To do so, we first show that the quantum statistical memory C̃q is able to identify

well-established rules in ECA. Further investigation of various rules indicate that

certain seemingly-chaotic ECA rules are able to generate structure, hence we call

them ambiguous rules. Our method of applying quantum computational mechanics

allows a refinement of Class III and Class IV rules based on how their relative complexity

evolves.

To our knowledge, our proposed classification scheme is the first of its kind to

offer a hybrid mix of a continuous (fine graining) analysis of chaotic and complex

rules together with a discrete classification of trivial, periodic, pseudo-random rules.
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7.3 A stochastic perspective

The tools of computational mechanics, established in Chapter 3.1, were used to

classify ECA, allowing ambiguous ECA to be placed on a spectrum with one extreme

being fully random and the other extreme being fully complex. To do so, we have to

describe ECA in the language of stochastic processes.

An ECA is initialised with random initial conditions. This corresponds to the

ECA at t = 0 being described by a spatially-stationary stochastic process
←→
X (0) that is

completely random with C̃(t)q = 0. Allowing the ECA to act on the initial condition

can be seen as transforming the initial condition into a new stochastic process, which

we denote with
←→
X (t). The update rules are translationally invariant, implying that the

resulting
←→
X (t) are also spatially-stationary.

We can therefore compute a well-defined quantum statistical memory of
←→
X .

Observing how C(t)q evolves with t allows us to quantify the amount of structure

created or destroyed by the ECA’s evolution. To this end, we propose the following

complexity criterion.

7.4 Complexity criterion

A complexity criterion

An ECA is complex if the quantum statistical memory, C(t)q , grows with t

without bound.

The basis of the criterion hinges on the fact that complex dynamics should be

capable of generating new structure. Building up complex correlations between cells

arbitrarily far apart as t grows, requiring us to track ever more information. This

implies that simple ECA are termed as simple as they generate little structure and
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thus the exact quantum statistical memory C(t)q plateaus. We can therefore make

the following statements regarding simple ECA (Class I, II, and III):

(1) limt→∞C
(t)
q = 0 for all Class I ECA.

(2) C(t)q must be asymptotically bounded for all Class II ECA. There exists a

sufficiently large time T and some constant K such that C(t)q ≤ K for all t > T .

(3) C(t)q ≈ 0 for ECA suitable for use a near-perfect pseudo-random number genera-

tors.

Statement (1) follows as all cells in the ECA asymptote to homogeneous states

after sufficiently large t. The resultant stochastic process has been transduced by

from a random process to fully ordered process by Class I ECA rules. Since a fully

ordered process only has a single causal state, C(t)q = 0.

Statement (2) revolves around the fact that Class II ECAs asymptote to a periodic

configuration with periodicity ⌧ (modulo spatial translations as spatial translations do

not alter Cq.) At the asymptotic periodic state, C(t)q oscillates with periodicity ⌧ and

is upper bounded by some maximal constant K.

Lastly, on Statement (3), a perfect random number generator should generate no

correlations between each outcome and should result in C(t)q = 0. Rule 30 is used as a

pseudo random number generator in Mathematica [92, 112] and hence should result

in no correlations between time steps in the ECA. The continuity of Cq (see Chapter

4.4) ensures that C(t)q ≈ 0.

7.5 The truncated methodology

The ambiguous ECAs that are of interest are those that have a potential computational

irreducibility; there is no clear-cut method of determining the long term behaviour
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Figure 7.3: Our workflow to obtain the quantum statistical memory C̃(t)q of the ECA
at each time step. For completeness, we use the classical sub-tree algorithm to infer
C̃(t)µ of the ECA at each time step.

of C(t)q just like for Class I and II ECAs. As such, numerical methods are employed

to better understand the long term behaviour of the ECA. The brief methodology

for carrying out numerical simulations is illustrated in Fig. 7.3 while the extended

methodology can be found in Appendix A.1.

In Appendix A.1, we dive into a short discussion about the difference between

ECAs that have periodic boundary conditions and no periodic boundary conditions

(also known as open boundaries). Since the numerical results show little difference,

we use ECAs with no periodic boundary conditions throughout this Chapter and leave

the discussion on boundary conditions to the Appendix.

Each ECA is generated with W = 64,000 cells such that the state of the ECA at

any time t can be described by a finite data string x (t)0∶W . We then make use of the

Quantum Inference Protocol to estimate the quantum statistical complexity C̃(t)q at

every time step. The maximum time step we consider is tmax = 103 to capture most

of the ECA’s dynamics before they reach a pseudo-steady state. For completeness,

the classical statistical complexity C(t)µ is computed for all 88 independent rules as

well, and its algorithm is based on the sub-tree algorithm found in Chapter 3.1.1.

The results can be found in Fig. 7.5 and 7.6.
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7.6 Numerical Results

Our results are summarised with a figure containing ambiguous ECAs that reside in

Wolfram’s Class III and IV. By plotting C̃(t)q as a function of time, we observe that

the extremal cases behave as expected:

Rule 30 It is observed that C̃(t)q ≈ 0, implying that there is no structure generated

from the (random) initial conditions. This highlights the consistence with its

role as a pseudo-random number generator.

Rule 110 At the other end of the spectrum, Rule 110 portrays the fastest growth in

C̃(t)q . Because Rule 110 is proven to be capable of universal computation, it is

implied that it can propagate correlations over arbitrarily large distances.

With both extremal cases having their numerics computed and verified against

our complexity criterion, we can now turn our attention to the ambiguous rules that

reside between the extremes. We list them in order of increasing C̃(t)q rates.

Rule 22 We see that C̃(t)q increases but stagnates in growth after a short while. This

hints at Rule 22 being a simple ECA according to the complexity criterion; Rule

22’s C̃(t)q does not grow without bound, and so it is a simple ECA. Prior studies

have indicated that Rule 22 behaves as a mix between random and periodic

process, generating a finite amount of local structure that does not propagate

with time. As such, it is very unlikely to be Turing complete [120].

Rule 18 Despite being an ECA that is classified as a chaotic rule, Rule 18 exhibits a

slow growth in C̃(t)q . The growth in C̃(t)q suggests the presence of some complex

dynamics. It was established that Rule 18 has kinks [118, 119] that are able to

interact and annihilate, supporting the observation of some complex dynamics.

Rule 18 and Rule 146 have very similar growth rates.
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COMPLEXSIMPLE

RULE 30 RULE 18RULE 22 RULE 54RULE 122 RULE 110RULE 30 RULE 22 RULE 18 RULE 122 RULE 54 RULE 110

Figure 7.4: A spectrum of ECA complexity with Rule 30 (Class III, simple) and Rule
110 (Class IV, complex) at the extremes. On each plot, the lines represent the
average C(t)q from 5 random initial conditions. Error bars are present but too small to
be visible at scale shown. Rules 22, 18, and 122 are Wolfram Class III while Rule 54
is Class IV – our spectrum is consistent with this division, but shows further nuance.
Plots for all rules can be found in the Supplementary Material.

Rule 122 The growth in C̃(t)q is similar to that of Rule 18 but much faster. Rule 122

and Rule 126 have very similar growth rates.

Rule 54 This is the only ECA that was classified by Wolfram to be in Class IV.

Indeed, studies have documented a glider system with gliders that are able to

interact [115–117] but is noted to be less complex than Rule 110 [121]. At the

time of writing, Rule 54’s capability to perform universal computation remains

to be proven.

Apart from Rule 22 which has a stagnating C̃(t)q and is regarded as a simple rule,

the remaining ambiguous rules listed above do feature some degree of underlying

complex dynamics. As such, having a spectrum and ranking their relative growth

rates in C̃(t)q appears to offer a suitable method of understanding their underlying

dynamics. This provides a greater refinement to the discrete classifications that

Wolfram proposed.

For completeness we plot all 88 independent ECAs with open boundary conditions

coloured according to Wolfram’s classification and demonstrate how Wolfram’s Class
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III and IV rules can be plotted on a spectrum just like in Fig. 7.4. Here, we include

C̃(t)µ (red plots) and C̃(t)q (blue plots) results.
Cl

as
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Figure 7.5: Class I and II.
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Class IV             Class III

COMPLEXSIMPLE

Figure 7.6: Class III and IV plotted on a continuous spectrum.
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7.7 Discussion

In this Chapter, we viewed one-dimensional cellular automata as a transducer from

one stochastic process to another. The ECA were initialised with random initial

conditions with no structure and allowed to evolve under various ECA rules. We

postulated that various ECA rules should be able to generate varying degrees of

structure which inspired the complexity criterion. It states that complex rules should

be able to generate increasing amounts of structure while simple rules do not generate

structure – or have stagnating structure, if any at all.

Numerical methods employed in this Chapter use the Quantum Inference Protocol

to obtain the quantum statistical memory of the ECA at each time step. This has

allowed us to quantitatively ascertain two extremal cases of ECA which we expect:

(i) ECA (Rule 30) that is used for pseudo-random number generation is indeed true;

no structure is generated at all; and (ii) ECA (Rule 110) that is capable of universal

computation should be able to generate increasing complex behaviour due to their

ability to propagate correlations over large distances. Our numerical observations

also point to certain ambiguous Class III ECA having the capability to generate some

degree of complex behaviour. These ambiguous ECA that can be placed onto a

spectrum between the two above-mentioned extremes.

Our methodology has allowed us to classify ECA according to a hybrid of discrete

classes while offering a further refinement to Class III and IV ECA into a continuous

spectrum. Our results agree with prior literature when there is a consensus on the

perceived complexity of ECA, wherein ‘complexity’ in this scenario refers to something

that is generally hard to describe.

There is interest in making modifications to the basic ECA in hopes of allowing

modified rules to generate structure, such as those with more cell states (black, white,

grey, etc), longer-range update rules, asynchronous tuning [122], and memory [123].
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Our framework provides a stepping stone for new insight into what is complex in

these less-extensively studied situations.
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Conclusion and future works

There is no real ending.
It’s just the place where you stop the story.

- Frank Herbert

This thesis is a testament of how fortunate we are to be at the intersection between

two scientific fronts — complexity science, and quantum computation. It is a

culmination of work starting from the Quantum Inference Protocol, branching out

into various directions from unitary construction, gate decomposition, error mitigation,

to quantifying structure induced by elementary cellular automata rules on stochastic

processes. The conclusion of this thesis marks the beginning of advancing the known

boundaries of science.

Different areas of research are similar to rivers. A new path for water to flow is

carved out when two streams meet but may split into various branches downstream.
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Figure 8.1: Two streams of water meet and form a new stream. The new stream
may also branch out into different streams. Replace the word ‘stream’ with ‘scientific
topic’. Illustration drawn by the author of this thesis.

The study of quantum causal models prior to the Quantum Inference Protocol is

like a stream after two rivers join together, with the two rivers being computational

mechanics and quantum mechanics. The Quantum Inference Protocol is just one of

the streams that have been split from the main study of quantum causal models, but

is also able to branch out into different streams itself. New research ideas are formed

from past work, thereby pushing the frontier of science.
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Figure 8.2: The thesis can be summarised with this workflow that traces the origins
of the Quantum Inference Protocol as well as how it branches out into various fields
of research.

Before more illustrations turns into a bedtime story, let us retrace our steps that

led us to the Quantum Inference Protocol by looking at historical research laid out

in Chapter 3. Causal models based on computational mechanics were introduced

in Chapter 3 to analyse complex stochastic processes. Instead of remembering all

possible pasts, computational mechanics groups pasts that have statistically identical

futures together in an equivalence class. Each past leads to some future, implying

that each equivalence class leads to another equivalence class with some transition

output. After establishing the equivalence classes and the transitions, one would

only need to track which equivalence classes the process is in to be able to chart

out a valid statistical future. The model which computational mechanics produces

is called the "-machine. Running the "-machine step by step produces a stochastic

process that is statistically distributed according to the input stochastic process. The

statistical complexity, which indicates the memory requirements of "-machines, solely
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depend on the stationary probability distribution of equivalence classes.

Quantising each classical equivalence class into quantum states gives the set of

quantum states. These quantum states have the potential to exist non-orthogonally

with each other, allowing a reduction in the memory requirement but retaining

predictive capabilities. We refer to the memory requirement as the quantum statistical

memory. There are three main versions in total. The first version, despite seeming

like the prototype in this thesis, displayed a clear edge over classical models; its

quantum statistical memory is smaller than the statistical complexity. The second

iteration showed that increasing the futures encoded in the quantum states allowed the

non-orthogonality to increase up to the cryptic order, further minimising the quantum

statistical memory. The state-of-the-art quantum causal models are unitary quantum

causal models. Unitary quantum models were reframed in quantum computation

framework in preparation for quantum simulation. Its successor features complex

phases and is currently the best quantum causal model which minimises Cq the most.

However, the phase-dependent unitary quantum models lack a systematic method

of obtaining the optimal complex phases that are specific to each set of quantum

memory states. One potential area of development is to engage machine learning

techniques to extract these optimal complex phase that leads to the lowest possible

quantum statistical memory.

Unfortunately all aforementioned quantum causal models are reliant on the "-

machine’s construction. The set of equivalence classes is needed for the one-to-one

mapping to quantum states. Problems arise when dealing with real world finite

stochastic processes. The construction of the equivalence classes in the "-machine

requires a �-tolerance parameter to account for statistical fluctuations arising from

finite processes. A wrong choice of �-parameter produces inaccurate "-machines.
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The implication is that the accuracy of the aforementioned quantum causal models

are also dependent on the �-tolerance parameter. As such, the Quantum Inference

Protocol (Chapter 4) was developed to resolve this issue.

The Quantum Inference Protocol produces quantum memory states through the

direct inference of the stochastic processes without a need for the �-tolerance. The

Quantum Inference Protocol’s quantum statistical memory was shown to be similar

to the exact quantum statistical memory as long as sufficient data is provided and

the length of past to observe is at least the Markov order of the process (i.e. optimal

history length). The Quantum Inference Protocol was theoretically validated by

showing that self-merging of quantum memory states occurs at and above the Markov

order as well as the continuity of the von Neumann entropy. On the practical front,

we introduced the concept of effective Markov order which one could use in place of

the optimal history length should the Markov order be unknown or infinite. In fact,

the Quantum Inference Protocol also allows one to quickly estimate the amount of

memory required for phaseless unitary quantum models to model a stochastic process.

With NISQ platforms becoming increasingly popular to conduct one’s own experi-

ments, especially since these devices are reachable via the cloud (‘cloud’ referring to

cloud computing), the avenue of applying the Quantum Inference Protocol in real

quantum devices opened up. We sought to use the Quantum Inference Protocol to

predict the future of stochastic processes. The methodology for constructing the

unitary operator was codified and a separate algorithm was written to decompose the

unitary operator to elementary quantum gates that are implementable on quantum

devices. To ensure that the unitary operator (and hence the number of elementary

quantum gates) is within implementable means, the inferred quantum memory states

from the Quantum Inference Protocol were merged if the fidelity between two states
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CHAPTER 8

was at least within �-tolerance. The recommended �-tolerance depends on N, the

length of the stochastic process, and is analytically found to be roughly � = 1
2
√
N
.

The quantum devices of this era are inherently noisy, hence the name “Noisy

Intermediate-Scale Quantum” (NISQ) devices [26]. Noise affects measurement

outcomes by skewing the expected values away from the exact values. Simulating the

Quantum Inference Protocol on real quantum devices means that our results inherit

the effects of noise. In Chapter 6, we use error mitigation methods to circumvent

the effects of noise. More specifically, we use the probabilistic cancellation method.

We showed that the cumulative sampling cost for error mitigation is related to how

noisy the device is, which generally puts our quantum models of stochastic processes

at a disadvantage over classical models. However, there is a narrow region where

quantum memory states have sufficient overlaps to allow error mitigated quantum

models to have an advantage over classical models. We expect this region to broaden

as quantum technology improves, in turn driving the cumulative sampling cost down.

Potential areas of exploration for error mitigation revolve around reducing the

C-coefficient (which indirectly represents the sampling cost) is to use a decomposition

method with smaller circuit depth; a smaller circuit depth indicates less quantum gates

which implies that noise has a smaller effect on. In addition, different basis operations

can be used for quantum error mitigation. Potential future work can be focused

on exploring the use of a continuous set of noisy implementable operations [81–85]

which may reduce the C-coefficient. Another potential outlook is to explore if error

mitigation methods may be applied to overcome noise due to crosstalk [124].

We mentioned the various interpretations of the statistical complexity in Chapter

3.1. Apart from operational meaning, both the classical statistical complexity and
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quantum statistical memory also indicate the amount of structure a stochastic

process contains. This interpretation of the quantum statistical memory was used

to identify structure within elementary cellular automata (ECA). Generally, cellular

automata is basically a collection of cells that evolve based on specific permutations of

neighbouring cells and its past cell that are called rules. Elementary cellular automata

is the simplest form of cellular automata with a one-dimensional chain of cells. By

applying rules to a chain of ECA cells, these rules will evolve the ECA to show

various types of behaviour. For a chain of cells that are initially randomly configured,

various classification schemes emerged, with the most notable one being the Wolfram

classification scheme that featured four classes—simple, periodic, chaotic, complex.

By using the Quantum Inference Protocol to find the quantum statistical memory

of the ECA at each time step after the rule is applied, we are able to observe if any

structure evolves out of randomness for each ECA rule. Our results show that the

ECA rules can be classified according to how much structure each rule contains. Our

classification scheme aligns mostly with Wolfram’s four classes but offers a refinement

to the chaotic and complex classes; there exists a continuous spectrum between

chaotic and complex classes where ECA rules fall on. Therefore, our work sheds

light on how ECA rules can be classified in a hybrid manner between discrete and

continuous classes.

As with any other piece of research work that hinges on past research ideas, this

thesis demonstrates that we are only scratching the tip of the iceberg. Indeed, the

future research trajectories of this now-historical thesis are endless, however small

or large its impact. The quote at the beginning of this Chapter, though cliché and

overused in many conclusions in theses, books, and writings, embodies the epitome

of scientific research. Any piece of research work, just like any of the chapters in this
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thesis, will always push the scientific frontier forward into the unknown.
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Appendix A

ECA Methodology

A.1 Methodology for ECA

In this work, we study finite-width analogues of ECA. To avoid boundary effects from

the edges of the ECA of width W for up to tmax timesteps, we generate an extended

ECA of width W ′ =W +2tmax that has periodic boundary conditions and keep only the

centremost W cells. The resulting ECA will have width W that has open boundaries

(see Fig. A.1). Note however that the choice of boundary condition showed little

quantitative effect upon our results.

Figure A.1: Generation of finite-width ECA evolution with open boundaries via
extended ECA with periodic boundaries.

The ECA at each time step can be interpreted as a stochastic process. That

is, given an ECA at time t in state x (t)0∶W , we can interpret this as a finite string
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CHAPTER A A.1. METHODOLOGY FOR ECA

of outcomes from a stochastic process y (t)0∶W with the same alphabet. The tools

of computational mechanics can then be applied to this finite string, inferring the

classical statistical complexity Cµ through the sub-tree reconstruction algorithm, and

the quantum statistical memory C̃q from the quantum inference protocol. For both

inference methods we use L = 6, as little qualitative difference was found using larger

L (see Fig. A.3). For the sub-tree reconstruction algorithm, tolerance of the �2 test

was set to 0.05.

We apply the inference algorithms to ECA states of width W = 64,000. For each

ECA rule, we generate an initial state for t = 1 where each cell is randomly assigned 0 or

1 with equal probability, and then evolve the ECA for tmax = 103 steps (in Fig. A.3 under

the ECA rules. We stop at tmax = 103 as selected rules simulated for up to tmax = 105

show that the qualitative features of interest are already captured at the shorter

number of timesteps). Note that with W = 64,000, tmax = 103 gives many orders of

magnitude smaller than the time for which a typical finite-width ECA is guaranteed to

cycle through already-visited states (O(2W )) [120]. We then apply the inference meth-

ods to the states at these timesteps t = 1,2,3, ...,9,10,20, ...,90,100,200, ..., tmax.

Evaluating C(t)q and C(t)µ at every timestep shows little qualitative difference beyond

highlighting the short periodicity of some Class II rules. We repeat five times for each

rule, essentially simulating each ECA with five random initial conditions, and plot the

mean and standard deviation of C(t)q and C(t)µ . In our plots, the standard deviation of

C(t)q is small compared to the vertical axis.
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A.2 Boundary conditions

RULE 0 RULE 30

RULE 110 RULE 232

Figure A.2: Four rules (each from Wolfram’s classes) are used to illustrate that there
is little quantitative difference between ECAs with periodic boundary conditions and
ECAs with open boundary conditions.
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A.3 Longer L, larger tmax

In Fig. A.3, we present plots supporting that our choice of L = 6, tmax = 103 appears

to be sufficiently large enough to capture the qualitative features of ECA evolution,

showing little difference when both L and tmax are extended.

COMPLEXSIMPLE

RULE 18 RULE 30 RULE 54 RULE 110

Figure A.3: C(t)q plots for a selection of rules with longer L and larger tmax. Plots
shown for {W = 64,000, L = 6}, {W = 128,000, L = 7}, and {W = 256,000, L = 8}.

Rule 110 appears to be the only exception as it plateaus at longer times. We

believe this is attributable to the finite width of ECA. A finite width of ECA begets

finite number of gliders generated by the initial configuration. Over time, the number

of gliders annihilating outweighs the number of gliders that do not annihilate or

reproduce, thus there will be fewer gliders left to interact and propagate further

correlations. This can be seen in Fig A.4.
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W=16000

H=1000

H=5000

H=10000

H=15000

H=20000

H=25000

W=16000

Figure A.4: Over time, the finite number of gliders present in the initial configuration
of a finite-width Rule 110 ECA tends to disappear due to annihilation with other
gliders. At longer times, there are then fewer gliders to propagate longer-range
correlations across the ECA.
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